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REGULATION OF CANONICAL AND NON-CANONICAL HIPPO
PATHWAY COMPONENTS IN MITOSIS AND CANCER
Seth D. Stauffer, Ph.D.
University of Nebraska, 2018
Supervisor: Jixin Dong, Ph.D.
The Hippo pathway is conserved regulator of organ size through control of
proliferation, apoptosis, and stem-cell self-renewal. In addition to this important
function, many of the canonical signaling members have also been shown to be
regulated during mitosis. Importantly, Hippo pathway components are frequently
dysregulated in cancers and have attracted attention as possible targets for
improved cancer therapeutics. Further exploration of Hippo-YAP (yes-associated
protein) signaling has revealed new regulators and effectors outside the canonical
signaling network and has revealed a larger non-canonical network of signaling
proteins in which canonical Hippo pathway components crosstalk with important
cellular homeostasis and apoptosis signaling pathways.
KIBRA is a regulator of the Hippo-YAP pathway, which plays a critical role
in tumorigenesis. In the current study, we show that KIBRA is a positive regulator
in prostate cancer cell proliferation and motility. We found that KIBRA is transcriptionally upregulated in androgen-insensitive LNCaPC4-2 and LNCaP-C81
cells when compared to the parental androgen-sensitive LNCaP cells. Ectopic
expression of KIBRA enhances cell proliferation, migration and invasion in both
immortalized and cancerous prostate epithelial cells. Accordingly, knockdown of
KIBRA reduces migration, invasion, and anchorage-independent growth in

LNCaP-C4-2/C81 cells. Moreover, KIBRA expression is induced by androgen
signaling and KIBRA is partially required for androgen receptor (AR) signaling
activation in prostate cancer cells. In line with these findings, we further show that
KIBRA is overexpressed in human prostate tumors. Our studies uncover unexpected results and identify KIBRA as a tumor promoter in prostate cancer.
PDZ-binding kinase (PBK) has been shown to be a target gene of YAP and
plays a major role in proliferation and in safeguarding mitotic fidelity in cancer cells.
Frequently upregulated in many cancers, PBK drives tumorigenesis and
metastasis. PBK has been shown to be phosphorylated in mitosis by cyclindependent kinase 1 (CDK1)/cyclin B, however, no studies have been done
examining PBK mitotic phosphorylation in oncogenesis. Additionally to the
previously identified Threonine-9 phosphorylation, we found that Threonine-24,
Serine-32, and Serine-59 of PBK are also phosphorylated. PBK is phosphorylated
in vitro and in cells by CDK1 during antimitotic drug-induced mitotic arrest and in
normal mitosis. We demonstrated that mitotic phosphorylation of Threonine-9 is
involved in cytokinesis. The non-phosphorylatable mutant PBK-T9A augments
tumorigenesis to a greater extent than wild type PBK in breast cancer cells,
suggesting that PBK mitotic phosphorylation inhibits its tumor promoting activity.
The PBK-T9A mutant also transforms and increases the proliferation of
immortalized breast epithelial cells. Collectively, this study reveals that CDK1mediated mitotic phosphorylation of PBK is involved in cytokinesis and inhibits its
oncogenic activity.

AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is a heterotrimeric serine/threonine
kinase consisting of a catalytic α subunit and two regulatory β and γ subunits.
AMPK regulates cellular energy homeostasis and harmonizes proliferation with
energy availability. AMPK can shortcut the canonical Hippo pathway to
phosphorylate and inhibit YAP directly to constrain proliferation under conditions
of cellular stress. Additionally, AMPK has recently been found to sit in the center
of a signaling network involving bona-fide tumor suppressors and is associated
with cell cycle checkpoints, as AMPK-null cells have mitotic defects. Despite
AMPK’s emerging association with the cell-cycle, it still has not been fully
delineated how AMPK is regulated by upstream signaling pathways during mitosis.
We report for the first time, direct CDK1 phosphorylation of both the catalytic α1
and α2 subunits as well as the β1 regulatory subunit of AMPK in mitosis. We found
that AMPK knockout U2OS cells have reduced mitotic indexes and that CDK1
phosphorylation-null AMPK is unable to rescue, demonstrating a role for CDK1
regulation of mitotic entry through AMPK. Our results also denote a vital role for
AMPK in promoting proper chromosomal alignment, as loss of AMPK activity leads
to misaligned chromosomes and concomitant metaphase delay. Importantly,
AMPK expression and activity was found to be critical for paclitaxel
chemosensitivity in breast cancer cells and significantly positively correlated with
relapse-free survival in systemically treated breast cancer patients.
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Chapter 1
KIBRA PROMOTES PROSTATE CANCER CELL
PROLIFERATION AND MOTILITY*

* The material presented in this chapter was previously published: S. Stauffer et al. FEBS J 2016;
283(10): 1800-11.
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ABSTRACT
KIBRA is a regulator of the Hippo-YAP (yes-associated protein) pathway, which
plays a critical role in tumorigenesis. In the current study, we show that KIBRA is a positive
regulator in prostate cancer cell proliferation and motility. We found that KIBRA is
transcriptionally upregulated in androgen-insensitive LNCaPC4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells
when compared to the parental androgen-sensitive LNCaP cells. Ectopic expression of
KIBRA enhances cell proliferation, migration and invasion in both immortalized and
cancerous prostate epithelial cells. Accordingly, knockdown of KIBRA reduces migration,
invasion, and anchorage-independent growth in LNCaP-C4-2/C81 cells. Moreover, KIBRA
expression is induced by androgen signaling and KIBRA is partially required for androgen
receptor (AR) signaling activation in prostate cancer cells. In line with these findings, we
further show that KIBRA is overexpressed in human prostate tumors. Our studies uncover
unexpected results and identify KIBRA as a tumor promoter in prostate cancer.
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1.1.

INTRODUCTION
KIBRA (expressed in kidney and brain, also called WWC1) is one of the members

of the WWC (WW and C2 domain containing, WWC1, 2, 3) family of proteins [1, 2]. KIBRA
is a memory performance and cognition-associated protein [3-9], and the KIBRA locus
has been linked to brain-related disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease [10-12]. KIBRA
functions as an adaptor protein to transduce its biological functions in various physiological
processes via interactions with many other proteins [13]. In addition to its functions in
neurons, KIBRA also has multiple roles in non-neuronal cells involving cell polarity, trafficking, mitosis, cell proliferation, and cell migration [13]. For example, KIBRA positively
regulates cell migration in podocytes [14], NRK cells [15], and breast cancer cells[16],
while it does the opposite in immortalized breast epithelial cells [17]. KIBRA functions as
a growth suppressive regulator through the Hippo pathway in Drosophila [18-20]. KIBRA
is phosphorylated by mitotic kinases cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) and Aurora A during mitosis and is required for chromosome alignment [21-23].
KIBRA has been linked with human cancers in several reports. Weakened expression of KIBRA in Claudin-low subtypes of breast cancer specimens correlates with poor
prognosis [17]. Moreover, downregulation of KIBRA was shown to be a contributing factor
to the malignancy of acute lymphocytic B-cell leukemia [24, 25]. This alteration in expression in leukemia is due to epigenetic changes in the well-defined CpG island within the
promoter of the KIBRA locus [24, 25]. Strikingly, in common epithelial cancers such as
colorectal, kidney, lung, breast and prostate there is virtually no methylation detected [24].
Instead of a tumor suppressive function of KIBRA, as suggested by the above studies,
many previous reports have validated KIBRA’s role in positively regulating proliferation
and motility [14-16, 26-28] and KIBRA expression has positive clinical correlation with
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gastric cancer progression [29]. This duality of KIBRA’s suppression or promotion of proliferation and migration may be tissue- and context-dependent, requiring further investigation before KIBRA’s role can be fully deciphered. Furthermore, a role for KIBRA in prostate
cancer has not been previously defined.
Prostate cancer is the most prevalent form of cancer in men in the United States
and second only to lung cancer as the leading cause of cancer deaths in men [30]. Prostatectomy, usually the initial treatment, tends to be very effective for localized prostate
cancer [31]. Tumor progression is initially androgen-dependent and androgen ablation
therapy is at first very successful at reducing the tumor burden. Despite this early response, genetic alterations lead to the development of androgen-independent or castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC), which is almost always fatal [32]. This transition
from androgen-dependent to androgen-independent growth is not well understood, and
further insight into the mechanisms driving this process will help with developing targetdriven therapeutics for the effective treatment of CRPC in the future.
We recently reported that YAP, the Hippo pathway effector, is upregulated in androgen-insensitive prostate cancer cells (LNCaP-C4-2 and C81) and confers castrationresistant growth in vivo [33]. During that study, we noticed that in addition to YAP, the
protein levels of KIBRA were also significantly increased in LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81
cells. Here we characterize the biological significance of KIBRA upregulation in androgeninsensitive prostate cancer cells. We show that KIBRA is a positive regulator in prostate
cancer cell proliferation and motility. Moreover, increased expression of KIBRA was also
observed in clinical prostate tumor samples. Thus, the current study reveals an unexpected role for KIBRA in regulating cell migration and proliferation in prostate cancer cells.
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1.2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1.2.1. Expression Constructs and Cell Culture
The human KIBRA cDNA and shRNA constructs have been previously described
[34]. LNCaP-C4-2 cell lines with shControl or shYAP have been described in [33]. RWPE1 and LNCaP cell lines and related media and supplements were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA), and the cell lines were cultured
following ATCC’s instructions. LNCaP-C4-2 was provided by Dr. Kaustubh Datta (University of Nebraska Medical Center) [35]. LNCaP-C33 and LNCaP-C81 cell lines were obtained from Dr. Ming-Fong Lin (University of Nebraska Medical Center) [36, 37]. R1881
(an androgen analog) was purchased from PerkinElmer (Waltham, MA, USA). All other
chemicals were either from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) or Thermo Fisher (Waltham, MA,
USA).
1.2.2. Generation of Cell Lines
Ectopic expression of empty vector (control) or KIBRA in the RWPE-1 and LNCaP
cell lines was achieved by a retrovirus-mediated approach. ShRNA-mediated knockdown
of KIBRA in LNCaP-C4-2 or LNCaP-C81 cells was achieved similarly. Virus packaging,
infection, and resistance selection were done as described [34].
1.2.3. Antibodies
Mouse monoclonal antibodies against human KIBRA have been described [21]
and were used for Western blot analysis throughout the study. Anti-WWC2 antibodies
were purchased from Sigma. Anti-β-actin antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology
(Dallas, TX, USA). Anti-YAP, anti-vimentin, and anti-E-cadherin antibodies were from Cell
Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA). Anti-N-cadherin antibodies were provided by
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Dr. Keith Johnson [38]. Total cell lysate preparation and Western blotting assays were
done as previously described [21].
1.2.4. Cell Proliferation, Migration, Invasion, and Colony Assays
Cell proliferation assays were performed as described in [39]. Cells (3,000/well)
were seeded in a 24-well plate in triplicate. Colony assays (to assess anchorage-independent growth in soft agar) were done in 6-well plates as we have described [40]. In vitro
cell migration and invasion assays were assessed using the Transwell system (Corning
Inc., Corning, NY, USA) and BioCoat invasion system (BD BioSciences, San Jose, CA,
USA), respectively, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells (50,000 or 100,000)
were seeded for each Transwell/Insert in duplicate and repeated twice [33]. The migratory
and invasive cells were stained with ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI [16, 41]
and counted under a 20X lens. The rates are the average of counts in five fields of view
per Transwell/Insert.
1.2.5. Quantitative Real Time-PCR
Total RNA isolation, RNA reverse transcription, and PCR were done with SYBR
green (Bio-Rad) as previously described [34]. Primer sequences were as follows: WWC2:
5’-tctggcctccagacattttt (forward); 5’-tctcacacaagcttattctcagg (reverse); WWC3: 5’agttcgtccccaacacaatc (forward); 5’-cgcgtcttttacattgacca (reverse). Other primers used in
this study were listed in [33, 34].
1.2.6. Prostate Tumor Samples
Normal prostate and tumor samples/proteins were obtained from Protein Biotechnologies and the Tissue Bank at the University of Nebraska Medical Center.
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1.2.7. Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance was analyzed using a two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t-test.
1.3.

RESULTS

1.3.1. KIBRA is Upregulated in Androgen-Insensitive Prostate Cancer Cells
LNCaP and LNCaP-C33 cells rely on androgen to grow, while the LNCaP-C4-2
and LNCaP-C81 sublines are androgen-insensitive and can grow under androgen deprivation conditions [42, 43]. We recently showed that YAP is upregulated during progression
from an androgen-sensitive to an androgen-insensitive state [33]. During that work, we
indeed found that KIBRA/WWC1 protein levels were also significantly increased in
LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells when compared to the parental cells (Figure 1-1A, B).
WWC2, which is in the same protein family as KIBRA, was increased in cancer cells when
compared to RWPE-1 (immortalized prostate epithelial) cells; however, no significant
change was observed between LNCaP and LNCaP-C4-2 cells (Figure 1-1A). Quantitative
reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) showed that the levels of KIBRA mRNA were significantly elevated in LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells (Figure 1-1C). Surprisingly, WWC2
and WWC3 mRNA levels were reduced in LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells when compared to LNCaP cells (Figure 1-1C). KIBRA protein stability/half-life is similar in both
LNCaP and LNCaP-C4-2 cells (Figure 1-1D). Since KIBRA is induced by YAP [34] and
YAP is elevated in androgen-insensitive prostate cancer cells [33], we tested whether
KIBRA expression is YAP-dependent in LNCaP-C4-2 cells. Figure 1-1E showed that
KIBRA expression was partially reduced in LNCaP-C4-2 cells with YAP knockdown
(Figure 1-1E). Together, these observations indicate that KIBRA expression is
transcriptionally increased in androgen-insensitive prostate cancer cells compared with
androgen-sensitive cells and that its expression in these cells is partially regulated by YAP.
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1.3.2. KIBRA Promotes Proliferation, Migration and Invasion in RWPE-1 Cells
To determine the role of KIBRA in prostate cancer, we first established stable cell
lines expressing KIBRA in RWPE-1 cells (Figure 1-2A). Overexpression of KIBRA did not
alter the WWC2 protein and WWC3 mRNA levels (Figure 1-2A). Ectopic expression of
KIBRA stimulated cell proliferation (Figure 1-2B). Overexpression of KIBRA also induced
cell migration (Figure 1-2C, D) and invasion (Figure 1-2E, F). KIBRA expression was not
sufficient to cause anchorage-independent growth (neoplastic transformation) of RWPE1 cells (Figure 1-2G). KIBRA regulates an epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) in
breast epithelial cells [17]. However, KIBRA overexpression did not alter the expression
of E-cadherin (an epithelial marker) and vimentin (a mesenchymal marker) (Figure 1-2H),
suggesting that KIBRA regulates EMT in a cell type specific manner.
1.3.3. KIBRA Promotes Proliferation, Migration and Invasion in LNCaP Cells
Next we investigated whether KIBRA plays a similar role in prostate cancer cells.
LNCaP cells with stable expression of KIBRA was established (Figure 1-3A). No changes
of WWC2 and WWC3 expression were detected in KIBRA-overexpressing cells (Figure 13A). LNCaP-KIBRA-expressing cells proliferated significantly faster than LNCaP-vector
cells (Figure 1-3B). Similarly, KIBRA overexpression also enhanced cell migration and
invasiveness in LNCaP cells (Figure 1-3C–F). However, ectopic expression of KIBRA did
not alter the LNCaP cells’ anchorage-independent growth (Figure 1-3G, H).
We recently showed that YAP overexpression converted LNCaP cells from androgen-sensitive to androgen-insensitive growth [33], we also tested whether KIBRA plays a
role in androgen sensitivity. Under androgen-deprivation conditions, both LNCaP-vector
and LNCaP-KIBRA cells failed to divide, suggesting that enhanced expression of KIBRA
was not sufficient to promote androgen-insensitive growth in LNCaP cells (Figure 1-3I).
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1.3.4. KIBRA Knockdown Impairs Migration, Invasion and Anchorage-Independent
Growth in Prostate Cancer Cells
To explore the significance of KIBRA upregulation in androgen-insensitive prostate
cancer cells, we reduced KIBRA expression using a validated shRNA against KIBRA [44]
in LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells (Figure 1-4A). In contrast to the gain of function
phenotypes in LNCaP and RWPE-1 cells, knockdown of KIBRA did not alter the
proliferation rates in LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells (Figure 1-4B). Interestingly,
knockdown of KIBRA greatly reduced migration and invasion (Figure 1-4C–E) and
anchorage-independent growth (Figure 1-4F) in these cells. Together, these data revealed
that KIBRA is a positive regulator in prostate cancer cell proliferation and motility.
1.3.5. KIBRA is Induced by AR Signaling
Consistent with the results from RWPE-1 cells, KIBRA overexpression or knockdown did not alter the expression of E-cadherin, an epithelial marker (Figure 1-5A). Ncadherin and vimentin (both are mesenchymal markers) were not detectable in LNCaP or
LNCaP-C4-2 cells. AR protein levels were not affected by KIBRA expression either (Figure
1-5A). AR signaling activity is higher in LNCaP C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells than in LNCaP
cells [33, 45]. To analyze whether KIBRA expression is regulated by AR signaling, we
treated the LNCaP cells with R1881, an analog of androgen ligand, to activate the AR
signaling. Interestingly, KIBRA protein levels were dramatically increased upon R1881
treatment (Figure 1-5B). Similar findings were also observed in androgen-insensitive cells
(LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81) (Figure 1-5C). However, the levels of mRNA of KIBRA
were not altered in the presence of R1881 (Figure 1-5D, E). The expression of prostatespecific antigen (PSA), a known target of AR, was induced (Figure 1-5D, E). KIBRA protein
stability was not significantly affected in the presence of R1881 (Figure 1-5F). In future
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studies, we will explore the underlying mechanisms through which AR signaling activation
by R1881 induces KIBRA expression.
Interestingly, mRNA levels of PSA were significantly reduced in KIBRA knockdown
LNCaP-C4-2 cells, suggesting that KIBRA is required for full activation of AR signaling
(Figure 1-5G). However, it is not known how KIBRA regulates AR activity and the downstream signaling. Previous reports showed that both Lats2 [46] and YAP [46] associate
with AR, and that KIBRA interacts with Lats2 [34]. Therefore, KIBRA may form a complex
with AR through other binding partners to regulate AR activity though KIBRA expression
did not affect the Lats1 kinase activity and YAP phosphorylation in prostate cancer cells
(Figure 1-5H).
1.3.6. KIBRA is Upregulated in Prostate Tumors
Having established the role of KIBRA in prostate cancer with cell culture systems,
we wanted to determine the clinical relevance of KIBRA in prostate cancer. Publically
available data demonstrated that mRNA levels of KIBRA were significantly higher in prostate tumors than normal prostate tissue (Figure 1-6A–D). Moreover, KIBRA protein levels
were also greatly increased in prostate tumors than normal prostate tissue in another set
of samples (Figure 1-6E).
In conclusion, the results show that ectopic expression of KIBRA promotes prostate cancer cell proliferation and motility. KIBRA knockdown impairs migration and invasion in androgen-insensitive prostate cancer cells. KIBRA expression is induced by AR
signaling and is increased in prostate tumors. Our findings reveal a pro-tumor function for
KIBRA in prostate cancer.
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Figure 1-1. KIBRA is Transcriptionally Upregulated in Androgen-Insensitive
Prostate Cancer cells
(A, B) RWPE-1, LNCaP, LNCaP-C4-2, LNCaP-C33, and LNCaP-C81 cells lines were
cultured as described in ‘Material and methods’. The total cell lysates were probed with
the indicated antibodies. SE: short exposure; LE: long exposure. (C) Quantitative RTPCR of WWC1/2/3 in LNCaP and its sublines. (D) LNCaP and LNCaP-C4-2 cells were
treated with cycloheximide (CHX, 50 µg/ml) at the indicated time points and the total
cell lysates were analyzed with the indicated antibodies. The relative intensity was
shown from the average of three blots (Image J). (E) LNCaP-C4-2 cell lines expressing
control shRNA or shRNA against YAP were utilized to determine the indicated protein
levels by Western blotting. Data were obtained from three (n=3) independent
experiments (A–E) and expressed as mean ± s.e.m (C). *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***:
p<0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 1-2. KIBRA Promotes Proliferation, Migration and Invasion in RWPE-1
Cells
(A) Establishment of RWPE-1 cells expressing vector (control) or KIBRA. WWC2
protein and WWC3 mRNA levels were determined in these cells. (B) The proliferation
curve of the cell lines established in (A). (C, D) Cell migration effect was determined
with the cell lines in (A). Representative photos for migrating cells are shown in (D). (E,
F) Cell invasion effect was determined with the cell lines in (A). Representative photos
for invading cells are shown in (F). (G) Anchorage-independent growth (colony assay
in soft agar) was determined with the cell lines established in (A). No colony was
formed in RWPE-1-vector and –KIBRA cells. (H) Total cell lysates from cell lines
established in (A) were probed with the indicated antibodies. Data were obtained from
three (n=3) independent experiments (A–H) and expressed as mean ± s.e.m (B, C). *:
p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 1-3. KIBRA Promotes Proliferation, Migration and Invasion in LNCaP Cells
(A) Establishment of LNCaP cells expressing vector (control) or KIBRA. WWC2 protein
and WWC3 mRNA levels were determined in these cells. (B) The proliferation curve of
the cell lines established in (A). (C, D) Cell invasion effect was determined with the cell
lines established in (A). Representative photos for invading cells are shown in (D). (E,
F) Cell migration effect was determined with the cell lines established in (A). Representative photos for invading cells are shown in (F). (G, H) Anchorage-independent
growth (colony assay in soft agar) was determined with the cell lines established in (A).
(I) Representative photos of LNCaP-vector or LNCaP-KIBRA cells that have been cultured in normal medium (FBS) or androgen deprivation medium (CSS) for 4 days. FBS:
fetal bovine serum; CSS: charcoal striped serum. Data were obtained from three (n=3)
independent experiments (A–I) and expressed as mean ± s.e.m (B, C, E, G). *: p<0.05;
**: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 1-4. KIBRA Knockdown Impairs Motility and Anchorage-Independent
Growth in Prostate Cancer Cells
(A) Establishment of LNCaP-C4-2/C81 cells expressing control shRNA (shControl) or
shRNA against KIBRA (shKIBRA). (B) The proliferation curves (determined by MTT
assays) of the cell lines established in (A). (C, D) Cell migration effect was determined
with the cell lines established in (A). Representative photos for migrating cells are
shown in (C). (E) Cell invasion effect was determined with the cell lines established in
(A). (F) Colony formation assays in LNCaP-C4-2 cells established in (A). Data were
obtained from three (n=3) independent experiments (A–F) and expressed as mean ±
s.e.m (B, D-F). *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 1-5. KIBRA is Induced by R1881 and is Required for AR Signaling
Activation
(A) Total cell lysates from various stable cell lines were probed with the indicated
antibodies. (B) LNCaP cells were treated with R1881 as indicated. Total protein lysates
were subjected to Western blot analysis. (C) LNCaP-C4-2 and LNCaP-C81 cells were
treated with R1881 (1 nM) for 24 h and total protein lysates were subjected to Western
blot analysis with the indicated antibodies. (D, E) Quantitative RT-PCR in LNCaP or
LNCaP-C81 cells treated or not treated with R1881 (1 nM) for 24 h. (F) LNCaP-C81
cells were treated with cycloheximide (CHX, 50 µg/ml) at the indicated time points and
the total cell lysates were analyzed with the indicated antibodies. The relative intensity
was shown from the average of three blots (Image J). (G) Quantitative RT-PCR for
PSA in LNCaP-C4-2 cells with control or KIBRA knockdown. (H) Total cell lysates from
various stable cell lines were probed with the indicated antibodies. Data were obtained
from three (n=3) independent experiments (A–H) and expressed as mean ± s.e.m (D–
G). *: p<0.05; ***: p<0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 1-6. KIBRA is Overexpressed in Prostate Cancer
(A–D) KIBRA mRNA is increased in clinical samples. Data were mined from published
studies through biogps.org (A) and oncomine.org (B–D). The original references are: [47]
(A), [48] (B), [49] (C), and [50] (D). The box (B–D) extends from the 25th to 75th
percentiles. The line is plotted at the median and the whiskers go to the smallest and the
largest value for each group (B–D). (E) Total protein lysates from prostate tumors and
normal prostate tissue were subjected to Western blot analysis with the indicated
antibodies.
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Chapter 2
CDK1-MEDIATED MITOTIC PHOSPHORYLATION
OF PBK IS INVOLVED IN CYTOKINESIS AND
INHIBITS ITS ONCOGENIC ACTIVITY*

* The material presented in this chapter was previously published: S. Stauffer et al. Cell Signal
2017; 39: 74-83.
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ABSTRACT
PDZ-binding kinase (PBK) plays a major role in proliferation and in safeguarding
mitotic fidelity in cancer cells. Frequently upregulated in many cancers, PBK drives tumorigenesis and metastasis. PBK has been shown to be phosphorylated in mitosis by cyclindependent kinase 1 (CDK1)/cyclin B, however, no studies have been done examining
PBK mitotic phosphorylation in oncogenesis. Additionally to the previously identified Threonine-9 phosphorylation, we found that Threonine-24, Serine-32, and Serine-59 of PBK
are also phosphorylated. PBK is phosphorylated in vitro and in cells by CDK1 during antimitotic drug-induced mitotic arrest and in normal mitosis. We demonstrated that mitotic
phosphorylation of Threonine-9 is involved in cytokinesis. The non-phosphorylatable mutant PBK-T9A augments tumorigenesis to a greater extent than wild type PBK in breast
cancer cells, suggesting that PBK mitotic phosphorylation inhibits its tumor promoting activity. The PBK-T9A mutant also transforms and increases the proliferation of immortalized
breast epithelial cells. Collectively, this study reveals that CDK1-mediated mitotic phosphorylation of PBK is involved in cytokinesis and inhibits its oncogenic activity.
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2.1.

INTRODUCTION
PDZ-binding kinase (PBK) also named Lymphokine-Activated Killer T-Cell-

Originated Protein Kinase (TOPK) is a MAPKK-like serine/threonine kinase. PBK was
originally isolated due to its increased expression in IL-2 activated killer T-cells and was
found to interact with the human homologue of the Drosophila discs large tumor
suppressor (hDlg) [51, 52]. Normally only having detectible expression in testicular germ
cells and some fetal tissues, PBK is overexpressed in a wide array of cancers including
pancreatic, breast, ovarian, colorectal, lung, bladder, gastric, and oral cancer [53-61]. In
addition, PBK overexpression is sufficient to transform mouse epidermal cells [61] and is
strongly associated with patient survival and tumor grade [53, 59, 62]. Several studies
have shown that PBK knockdown decreases cell viability and proliferation [57, 61, 63-66]
as well as suppressing the cologenic potential of cancer cells [57, 60, 61, 65].
PBK has been shown to be upregulated during mitosis and that PBK binding and
phosphorylation by CDK1/cyclin B is required for its mitotic activity [67]. Other studies have
described a key role for PBK in mitosis, as cells treated with PBK inhibitors or siRNA
targeting PBK develop cytokinetic defects [57, 68, 69]. Threonine-9 of PBK has been
described previously as the principle mitotic phosphorylation target of CDK1/cyclin B and
that its phosphorylation is required for proper binding of PBK to its effector proteins as well
as for PBK's mitotic activity [52, 67, 70]. However, no functional studies have been carried
out to examine the role of PBK mitotic phosphorylation in cytokinesis and cancer related
properties. Interestingly, another study has revealed that phosphorylated bands were still
present for HA-tagged PBK-T9A mutant protein in mitotically arrested cells, indicating the
possibility of other phosphorylation sites [71].
A recent report uncovered that PBK expression is regulated by Yes-associated
protein (YAP), a transcriptional co-activator of the Hippo pathway [72, 73], and is
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responsive to geranylgeranyl signaling in ER-breast cancer cells [74]. In this report, we
identified additional CDK1/cyclin B phosphorylation sites on PBK and elucidate the role of
the CDK1/PBK axis in breast cancer. We found that CDK1-mediated mitotic
phosphorylation of PBK is involved in cytokinesis and inhibits its oncogenic activity.
2.2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1. Cell Culture and Transfection
HEK293T, HeLa, U2OS, MCF10A, and T47D cell lines were purchased from
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cultured as ATCC instructed. The cell lines
were authenticated at ATCC and were used at low (< 25) passages. Attractene (Qiagen)
was used for transient overexpression of proteins in HEK293T cells following the
manufacturer's instructions. SiRNA transfections were done with HiPerfect (Qiagen). The
MISSION siRNA for PBK was purchased from Sigma. The target sequences are: 5′GACCATAGTTTCTTGTTAA-3′

and

5′-CTGGATGAATCATACCAGA-3′.

Lentivirus

packaging, infection, and subsequent selection were done as we have described
previously [34]. Nocodazole (100 ng/mL for 16 h) and taxol (100 nM for 16 h) (Selleck
Chemicals) were used to arrest cells in mitosis unless otherwise indicated. Kinase
inhibitors were purchased from Selleck Chemicals (VX680, BI2536, Purvalanol A,
SP600125, SB216736, and MK2206), ENZO life Sciences (RO3306 and Roscovitine), or
LC Laboratory (U0126 and SB203580). All other chemicals were from either from Sigma
or Thermo Fisher.
2.2.2. Expression Constructs
The pWZL-Neo-Myr-Flag-PBK vector was a gift from William Hahn & Jean Zhao
(Addgene plasmid # 20558). To make the Lentiviral PBK expression constructs, the above
vector was used to clone full-length PBK cDNA into the pSIN4-Flag-IRES-puro vector. The
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pSIN4-Flag-IRES-puro vector was made by inserting an N-terminal Flag-tag with multiplecloning-site sequences into the empty pSIN4-EF1α-IRES-Puro vector, which was
originally obtained from Addgene [75]. Point mutations were generated by the
QuikChange Site-Directed PCR mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) and verified by sequencing.
2.2.3. EGFP-Expressing All-In-One CRISPR Construct
To establish the CRISPR vector which expresses EGFP, we modified the
pX330A_D10A-1x2 all-in-one vector, from the Takashi Yamamoto laboratory [76]. We
removed the small sequence between the FseI and NotI sites and added a T2A-EGFP
sequence from pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP (PX458) in its place [77].
To construct the all-in-one CRISPR/Cas9n plasmid targeting PBK, the sense and
anti-sense oligonucleotides from Table 1 were synthesized, annealed, and Golden Gate
assembled into the pX330A_D10A-1x2-EGFP and pX330S-2 vectors as described
previously [76]. After the two vectors were generated, a final Golden Gate assembly was
performed to generate the all-in-one vector as described previously [76]. The resulting
pX330A_D10A-1x2-EGFP-PBK-AB construct was transfected into cells and GFP-positive
clones were selected by flow cytometry-based cell sorting.
2.2.4. Recombinant Protein Purification and In Vitro Kinase Assay
GST-tagged PBK and PBK-4A were cloned in pGEX-5X-1 and proteins were
bacterially expressed and purified on GSTrap FF affinity columns (GE Healthcare)
following the manufacturer's instructions. GST-PBK (0.5–1 μg) was incubated with 10 U
recombinant CDK1/cyclin B complex (New England Biolabs) or 100 ng CDK1/cyclin B
(SignalChem) in kinase buffer (New England Biolabs) in the presence of 5 μCi γ-32P-ATP
(3000 Ci/mmol, PerkinElmer). Phosphorylation (32P incorporation) was visualized by
autoradiography followed by Western blotting or detected by phospho-specific antibodies.
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2.2.5. Antibodies
The PBK and phospho-PBK (pT9) antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling
Technology (4942 and 4941). Rabbit polyclonal phospho-specific antibodies against PBK
T24, S32, and S59 were generated and purified by AbMart. The peptides used for
immunizing rabbits were SVLCS-pT-PTINI (T24), INIPA-pS-PFMQK (S32) and RGLSHpS-PWAVK (S59). The corresponding non-phosphorylated peptides were also
synthesized and used for antibody purification and blocking assays. Anti-Flag antibody
was from Sigma. Anti-PLK1 was from BioLegend. Anti-β-actin, anti-Mps1/TTK, anti-cyclin
E1, and anti-cyclin B antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Anti-aurora-A, antiCDK2, anti-glutathione S-transferase (GST), anti-BUB1, and anti-BubR1 antibodies were
from Bethyl Laboratories. Anti-phospho-S10 H3, anti-YAP, anti-phospho-S127 YAP, antiphospho-S397 YAP, anti-vimentin, anti-E-cadherin, anti-N-cadherin, anti-CDC25C, antiCDK4, anti-CDK5, anti-CDK6, anti-Cyclin A2, anti-Cyclin E2, anti-MAD2, anti-phosphoS795 Rb, anti-Wee1, and anti-phospho-S642 Wee1 antibodies were from Cell Signaling
Technology. Anti-β-tubulin (Sigma) antibodies were used for immunofluorescence
staining.
2.2.6. Phos-Tag and Western Blot Analysis
Phos-tag™ was obtained from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. (cat#: 30493521) and used at 10–20 μM (with 100 μM MnCl2) in 8% SDS-acrylamide gels as
described [78]. Western blotting and lambda phosphatase treatment assays were done as
previously described [34].
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2.2.7. Immunofluorescence Staining and Confocal Microscopy
Cell fixation, permeabilization, immunofluorescence staining, and microscopy were done
as previously described [79]. For peptide blocking, a protocol from the Abcam website was
used, as we previously described [41].
2.2.8. Proliferation, Migration and Invasion Assays
Proliferation of cells was determined by MTT assay. Briefly, the cell lines MCF10A
and T47D were seeded into 12-well plates, in triplicate, at a density of 5×104 and 1×105
cells/well respectively. Next, culture media with 0.5 μg/mL MTT were added to the cells
which were incubated in the dark at 37 °C for 1 h. After incubation, the media was removed
and the reduced MTT was liberated from the cells and dissolved by addition of 500 μL of
DMSO. Then 150 μL of the released dye was transferred, in triplicate, to 96-well plates.
The absorbance was determined at a wavelength of 570 nm. Wound healing assays were
utilized for measuring migratory activity as previously described [80]. In vitro cell invasion
assays were performed using the BioCoat invasion system (BD BioSciences) according
to the manufacturer's instructions. The outer section was filled with 750 μL of a culture
medium. Cell suspensions in 500 μL of serum free medium were seeded in the inner
chambers. After incubation for 24 h, the cells on the upper surface of the chamber were
removed with a cotton swab, and the cells that invaded to the lower surface of the chamber
were fixed with methanol and stained using ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI
[41].
2.2.9. Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance was analyzed using a two-tailed, unpaired Student's t-test.
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2.3.

Results

2.3.1. Antimitotic Drugs Trigger PBK Phosphorylation at Mitosis of Cell Cycle and
Can Be Blocked by CDK1 Inhibitors
To further explore PBK's involvement in mitosis, we treated HeLa cells with taxol
or nocodazole to arrest the cells in mitosis and as shown in Figure 2-1A, PBK protein was
dramatically up-shifted on a Phos-tag gel (Figure 2-1A). Lambda phosphatase treatment
largely abolished the PBK mobility shift, suggesting that PBK is phosphorylated during
mitotic arrest (Figure 2-1B). We used various kinase inhibitors to identify the candidate
kinase for PBK phosphorylation. Inhibition of PLK1 (with BI2536), Aurora-A, -B, -C (with
VX680), Akt (with MK2206), p38 kinase (with SB203580), JNK1/2 (with SP600125),
MEK/ERK (with U0126), or GSK3 (with SB216763) failed to alter the phosphorylation level
and resultant mobility shift of PBK during G2/M arrest (Figure 2-1C, lanes 5–11). These
inhibitors are effective under the conditions used [41, 81]. Treatments with RO3306
(CDK1-specific inhibitor) or Purvalanol A (CDK1/2/5 inhibitor) virtually blocked the PBK
mobility shift/phosphorylation entirely (Figure 2-1C, lanes 3–4). These data suggest that
PBK is likely phosphorylated by CDK1 during mitotic arrest induced by taxol or nocodazole
treatment.
2.3.2. CDK1 Phosphorylates PBK In Vitro
Next, with bacterially purified PBK proteins as substrates, we performed in vitro
kinase assays to determine whether CDK1 can directly phosphorylate PBK. Figure 2-2A
shows that purified CDK1/cyclin B kinase complex strongly phosphorylated GST-PBK
proteins in vitro and that the CDK1 inhibitor RO3306 greatly reduced the phosphorylation
of GST-PBK (Figure 2-2A). There are a total of four conserved sites on the N-terminus of
PBK that fit the proline-directed consensus sequence of CDK1-phosphorylation sites [82]
(Figure 2-2B). Intriguingly, these four sites (Threonine-9, Threonine-24, Serine-32, and
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Serine-59) have been identified as mitotic phosphorylation sites from large scale
proteomic studies [83, 84]. Mutating these four sites to non-phosphorylatable alanines
(PBK-4A) completely eliminated the

32

P incorporation onto PBK, indicating that T9, T24,

S32 and S59 are the main CDK1 phosphorylation sites (Figure 2-2C). We generated
phospho-specific antibodies against T24, S32 and S59. Using these antibodies, as well
as a commercial phospho-specific T9 antibody, we demonstrated that CDK1
phosphorylates PBK at T9, T24, S32 and S59 in vitro and that addition of RO3306
abolished this phosphorylation (Figure 2-2D).
2.3.3. CDK1 Phosphorylates PBK at Multiple Sites in Cells
Next, we sought to examine if the four PBK mitotic phosphorylations occur in cells.
Taxol and nocodazole treatment significantly increased the phosphorylation of T24 on
endogenous PBK in HeLa cells (Figure 2-3A). Phospho-antibody incubation with phosphopeptide, but not the regular peptide, completely blocked the phospho-signal, suggesting
that this antibody specifically detects the phosphorylated form of PBK (Figure 2-3A).
Likewise, taxol and nocodazole treatment significantly increased the phosphorylation of
T9, S32, and S59 on endogenous PBK (Figure 2-3B). The phospho-signal of PBK T9,
T24, S32, and S59 during taxol treatment was considerably reduced in PBK knockdown
cells, further validating the specificity of these phospho-antibodies (Figure 2-3C).
Additionally, we further demonstrated that the phosphorylation of PBK is CDK1-dependent
by using CDK1 inhibitors (Figure 2-3D, lanes 3 and 4). Taken together, these observations
indicate that PBK is phosphorylated by CDK1 at T9, T24, S32, and S59 in cells during
antimitotic drug-induced mitotic arrest.
2.3.4. CDK1 Mediates PBK Phosphorylation during Mitotic Arrest and In Normal
Mitosis
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We next performed immunofluorescence microscopy with these phospho-specific
antibodies in HeLa cells. The antibody against p-T24 detected a strong signal in
nocodazole-arrested prometaphase cells (Figure 2-4A, white arrows). The signal was
scarcely detectable in interphase cells (Figure 2-4A, yellow arrows). Again, pre-incubation
with the phospho-peptide, but not the control regular peptide, predominantly blocked the
signal, suggesting that these antibodies specifically detect PBK only when it is
phosphorylated (Figure 2-4A, middle panels). Addition of the CDK1 inhibitor RO3306
largely reduced the signal detected by the PBK p-T24 antibody in mitotically arrested cells,
once again demonstrating that this phosphorylation of PBK is CDK1-dependent (Figure 24A, lower panels).
Subsequently, we utilized a double thymidine block and release method [80] to
further investigate the spatial and temporal dynamics of PBK phosphorylation in HeLa
cells during unperturbed, normal mitosis. This way, we could more accurately determine
the phospho-status of PBK during the different mitotic phases. We found that the p-PBK
T24 signal was readily detectable in prometaphase and peaked in metaphase. The signal
deteriorated in anaphase and was further reduced in telophase and cytokinesis (Figure 24B, C). We observed phosphorylation patterns for p-PBK T9, S32, and S59 which were
similar to p-PBK T24 when probing lysates taken at 0, 8, 9, 13, and 24 h after double
thymidine block and release (Figure 2-4D). Collectively, these data strongly indicate a
dynamic, mitotic phosphorylation of PBK in cells.
2.3.5. CRISPR-Induced PBK Knockout Leads to Cytokinesis Failure and
Tetraploidy
To characterize the impact of PBK on mitotic processes, we generated PBK
knockout (KO) U2OS cells using CRISPR/Cas9-nickase (Cas9n) (Figure 2-5A). We then
performed immunofluorescence staining, so as to observe which types of mitotic defects
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may appear. We found that the PBK KO U2OS displayed a marked increase in cells that
did not fully complete cytokinesis when compared to parental U2OS (Figure 2-5B, C).
We next sought to elucidate the roles the mitotic phosphorylation sites engage in
to regulate cytokinesis. To do this, we re-expressed exogenous wild type (WT) PBK or the
PBK T9A mutant in PBK KO U2OS cells (Figure 2-5D). It must be noted that we attempted
multiple times to generate both a 3A (T24A/S32A/S59A) and a 4A (T9A/T24A/S32A/S59A)
mutant stable cell lines but were unable to get sufficient expression of either protein, so
we proceeded with characterizing the T9A mutant. As shown earlier, PBK is
phosphorylated at T9, T24, S32 and S59 in parental U2OS when treated with taxol and,
as expected, CRISPR-mediated PBK KO fully ablates each of these phospho-antibody
signals (Figure 2-5D, lanes 1–4). Reconstitution of WT PBK in PBK-null U2OS rescues
each of these taxol-induced phosphorylations (Figure 2-5D, lanes 5 and 6). In contrast, pT9 PBK signal cannot be detected in PBK-T9A reconstitution cells, but has no significant
effect on phosphorylation at the other additional three sites (Figure 2-5D, lanes 7 and 8).
To examine the effects of WT and T9A PBK reconstitution on the perturbed cytokinesis
seen in PBK KO cells, we again performed immunofluorescence staining. Reconstitution
with WT PBK fully rescued the cytokinesis failure, whereas expression of T9A PBK mutant
failed to alter this phenotype found in PBK-null U2OS cells (Figure 2-5E), suggesting that
mitotic phosphorylation on T9 of PBK is involved in proper cytokinesis in U2OS cells. Since
mitotic defects classically lead to genomic instability, we looked to quantify the ploidy
changes resulting from knocking out PBK. Utilizing flow cytometry, we discovered that the
number of tetraploid cells significantly increased in PBK KO U2OS (Figure 2-5F). Although
WT PBK reconstitution cells had percent-tetraploid cells in similar levels to parental U2OS,
T9A PBK reconstitution cells maintained the dramatically high ratio of tetraploid to diploid
cells found in PBK-null U2OS cells (Figure 2-5F).
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A previous study identified PBK as a downstream target of Hippo/YAP signaling
[74], so we examined total and phospho-YAP levels in parental and PBK KO U2OS cells
to determine if loss of PBK would affect the status of YAP. We found no noticeable
changes to the total YAP protein level, nor did we see any changes to phosphorylation
levels at S127 (Figure 2-5G). However, we observed a twofold increase of p-S397 of YAP
(Figure 2-5G). Next, we screened numerous mitotic and cell-cycle regulators in parental
and PBK KO U2OS cells to attempt to identify proteins with altered expression or
phosphorylation levels between the two (Figure 2-5H). Of the proteins assayed, none were
altered, except cyclin E1. Cyclin E1 expression was found, repeatedly, to be reduced
(about 60%) (Figure 2-5H). These findings suggest that the mitotic phosphorylation of PBK
at T9 is required for proper mitotic division and for maintaining genomic stability.
2.3.6. PBK Overexpression Leads to Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition in Normal
Cells
PBK has been identified as an oncogene in many types of cancer, including breast
cancer [85]. Therefore, to determine the biological significance of mitotic phosphorylation
of PBK, we used breast cell lines as a model system. We assessed PBK protein levels in
MCF10A (an immortalized breast epithelial cell line) and various breast cancer cell lines.
PBK expression was very high in most of the cancer cell lines and was barely detectible
in MCF10A cells (Figure 2-6A). Next, we stably expressed PBK-WT or PBK-T9A in
MCF10A cells. Neither the overexpression of PBK-WT or PBK-T9A led to changes in
either total YAP protein level or p-YAP S127 (Figure 2-6B). Interestingly, PBK-WT and T9A overexpression in MCF10A led to changes in epithelial-mesenchymal transition
(EMT) markers, with E-cadherin downregulation and N-cadherin upregulation (Figure 26C). Accompanying this molecular change, PBK-WT and PBK-T9A overexpressed
MCF10A cells displayed a spindle-shaped morphology and grew in a more loosely
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arranged manner compared to the cuboidal shape of vector control MCF10A cells which
grew in organized, compact islets (Figure 2-6D).
Both PBK-WT and PBK-T9A MCF10As had significantly increased rates of cell
migration in wound healing assays when compared to vector control, although, no
difference was observed between the two (Figure 2-6E, F). Interestingly, overexpression
of PBK-WT in MCF10A led to significantly higher proliferation in comparison to vector
control and surprisingly, PBK-T9A expressing MCF10A cells grew even faster than the
PBK-WT expressing cells (Figure 2-6G). Since PBK-null U2OS cells which were
reconstituted with PBK-T9A displayed high levels of cytokinesis failure, we examined the
effect

of

overexpressing

PBK-T9A

on

MCF10A

mitotic

division.

Similarly,

immunofluorescence microscopy revealed that MCF10A cells overexpressing PBK-T9A
had a significantly higher percentage of mitotic cells in anaphase and telophase than did
either vector control or PBK-WT overexpression (Figure 2-6H). Taken together, these
findings suggest that mitotic phosphorylation of PBK T9 partially inhibits its oncogenic
activity.
2.3.7. Mitotic Phosphorylation of PBK Inhibits Its Oncogenic Activity in Cells
We further determined the impact of mitotic phosphorylation of PBK in cancer cells
by attempting to generate a full knockout cell line, but unfortunately were unable to do so,
possibly because a complete loss of PBK activity is lethal in breast cancer; something that
has been shown previously using PBK inhibitors [68]. We did however generate a PBK
mono-allelic knockout (maKO) T47D cell line and used it to overexpress either WT or T9A
PBK (Figure 2-7A). With these cell lines we examined PBK's role in invasion using
Matrigel. Invasion of PBK maKO T47D cells was dramatically reduced when compared to
parental T47D, whereas ectopic expression of PBK-WT rescued this drop in invasiveness
(Figure 2-7B, C). Expression of PBK-T9A further increased the invading activity when
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compared to PBK-WT (Figure 2-7B, C). T47D PBK maKO cells, having a reduced PBK
expression level, possess much lower migratory activity than do parental T47D cells
(Figure 2-7D, E). Overexpression of PBK-T9A increased cell migration to a greater extent
when

compared

to

PBK-WT

overexpression

(Figure

2-7D,

E).

Interestingly,

overexpression of PBK-T9A significantly increased cell proliferation over that of control
and PBK-WT-overexpressing cells, suggesting that mitotic phosphorylation of PBK can
constrain proliferation (Figure 2-7F). As expected, cells partially lacking PBK expression
(PBK maKO) proliferated at a rate significantly slower when compared to control cells
(Figure 2-7F). Together, our data suggest that mitotic phosphorylation of PBK inhibits its
oncogenic activity in breast cancer cells.
Several groups have described that mitotic phosphorylation at T9 on PBK is
required for PBK's proper mitotic functionality [52, 67, 70]. However, little is known
regarding the role of PBK mitotic phosphorylation in cancer related properties. Our studies
revealed that mitotic phosphorylation on T9 is inhibitory on PBK's oncogenic activity
(Figure 2-6, Figure 2-7). Here we identified three novel mitotic phosphorylation sites on
PBK which are regulated by CDK1/cyclin B, extricating another layer mitotic phosphoregulation of PBK. However, the function of the other three CDK1 phosphorylation sites
(T24, S32, S59) has not been defined. We discovered that the PBK-3A (T24A/S32A/S59A)
and -4A (T9A/3A) mutants cannot be stably expressed. Utilizing a proteasomal inhibitor,
we found that both of these proteins are being expressed, but are in fact being quickly
degraded (data not shown). Further investigation using individual mutants is needed to
determine if one or more of these sites are important for proper protein folding or if their
phosphorylation is required to block targeting of PBK for proteasomal turnover.
Overexpression of PBK has been associated with increased tumorigenicity and
clinical lethality of various cancers [53, 59, 60, 62, 86]. Future experiments are also
needed to further investigate the relationship between the levels of PBK protein and PBK
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mitotic phosphorylation in cancer patient samples. Equally important is to identify PBK's
protein substrate(s) that are essential for cytokinesis and cancer cell survival and
proliferation. Addressing these questions will not only help with understanding the cellular
function of PBK in mitosis, but also provide insights into the underlying mechanisms of
PBK overexpression in cancer development.
2.4.

Discussion
PBK is related to the dual specific mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase

(MAPKK) family. Overexpression of PBK has been associated with increased
tumorigenicity and clinical lethality of various cancers [53, 59, 60, 62, 86]. Moreover, PBK
has been shown previously to be upregulated during mitosis and that phosphorylation by
CDK1/cyclin B is required for PBK mitotic activity (Abe 2007) [67]. Correspondingly, cells
treated with PBK inhibitors or siRNA targeting PBK develop cytokinetic defects, pointing
towards a key role for PBK in mitosis [57, 68, 71]. Several groups have described that
mitotic phosphorylation at T9 on PBK is carried out by CDK1/cyclin B and that it is required
for PBK’s mitotic activity [52, 67, 70]. In addition, we also confirm that PBK is
phosphorylated by CDK1/cyclin B during mitosis, but not solely at T9. Here we identified
three novel mitotic phosphorylation sites on PBK which are regulated by CDK1/cyclin B,
extricating another layer mitotic phospho-regulation of PBK. Helping to confirm this, a
recent study has shown that the loss of phosphorylation of PBK at T9, alone, cannot block
tumorigenesis, as a PBK T9A mutant transfectant in JB6 cells can still form colonies in
soft agar similar to PBK WT [87] and yet another study found that PBK T9A mutant protein
from mitotic cell lysates is still shifted in SDS-PAGE gel [71]. Wild-type PBK
overexpression can induce epithelial-mesenchymal transition in normal breast epithelial
cells but is not more oncogenic than the T9A mutant. Expression of PBK T9A mutant
protein leads to increased cytokinesis failure and higher proliferation in MCF10A.
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Compared with wild-type PBK, the non-phosphorylatable T9A mutant has a faster
proliferating rate as well as increased cell motility and invasion breast cancer cells. These
observations suggest that proper phospho-regulation of PBK is critical for suppressing its
oncogenic function. Thus, our study revealed another layer of regulation for PBK during
tumorigenesis via mitotic phosphorylation.
In this study, we have shown that CDK1/cyclin B1 phosphorylates PBK during
mitosis in vitro and in cells at T9, T24, S32, and S59 (Figures 2-1 through 2-4). We also
found that CRISPR-Cas9n mediated PBK knockout U2OS cells display an increase in
cytokinesis failure and tetraploidy as well as that re-expression of PBK harboring the T9A
mutation displays a similar defective phenotype (Figure 2-5). Furthermore, we have shown
that both PBK WT and T9A can induce EMT changes to the normal, immortalized breast
epithelial cell line MCF10A and confer an increase in cell motility (Figure 2-6). Similarly,
another group described that both PBK WT and T9A transfected JB6 cells develop similar
numbers of colonies in soft agar [87]. This alludes to the possibility that, since PBK is a
mitotic kinase, other mitotic regulatory post-translational modifications outside of T9 also
govern PBK’s oncogenic potential. Intriguingly, the PBK T9A transformant bears a
proliferative advantage and an increase in cytokinesis defects when compared to wildtype and control (Figure 2-6). These defects can lead to the development of tetraploidy
which can overload the mitotic machinery, spurring chromosomal instability (CIN).
Subsequently, CIN can generate a new aneuploid karyotype that stably proliferates.
Occasionally, this aneuploidy may cause gene expression changes which are
advantageous through alterations in gene dosage or by amplifying the rate of mutations
in tumor suppressors and oncogenes [88, 89].
We have shown that PBK expression is required for breast cancer cell viability and
tumorigenesis by using CRISPR-Cas9n to knock out one PBK allele in T47D breast cancer
cells (Figure 2-7). We have speculated that the reason we were unable to isolate PBK-
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null T47D cells may be because full loss of PBK expression in breast cancer cells is lethal.
Numerous groups report that either PBK knockdown or drug-inhibition can result in
decreased cell proliferation and viability as well as failure of cytokinesis [57, 60, 61, 6366, 68, 71]. We have also demonstrated that re-expression of PBK T9A mutant in PBK
maKO T47D cells increases their proliferation, invasion, and cell motility over that of the
WT rescue (Figure 2-7). The differences in oncogenicity between PBK maKO/KO and T9A
reconstitution, although both causing cytokinesis defects, could be explained in that PBK
T9A possibly confers an advantageous level of CIN while PBK maKO/KOs high level of
CIN is devastating for cell viability through processes involving metabolic stress and
proteotoxicity [90, 91]. Since PBK is overexpressed in many types of cancers, future
experiments are also needed to further investigate the relationship between the levels of
PBK protein and PBK mitotic phosphorylation in cancer patient samples as well as to
identify the PBK’s protein substrates that are essential for cancer cell survival and
proliferation. Addressing these questions will not only help with understanding the cellular
function of PBK in mitosis, but also provide insights into its biological significance and the
underlying mechanisms of PBK overexpression in cancer development.
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Figure 2-1.

Phosphorylation of PBK by CDK1 during Mitotic Arrest

(A) HeLa cells were treated with DMSO, taxol (100 nM for 16 h) or nocodazole (100
ng/mL for 16 h). Total cell lysates were probed with the indicated antibodies on Phostag or regular SDS-polyacrylamide gels. (B) HeLa cells were treated with nocodazole
as indicated and cell lysates were further treated with (+) or without (−) λ-phosphatase
(ppase). Total cell lysates were probed with anti-PBK antibody. o marks a non-specific
band. (C) HeLa cells were treated with nocodazole together with or without various
kinase inhibitors as indicated. RO3306 (5 μM), Purvalanol A (10 μM), BI2536 (100 nM),
VX680 (2 μM), MK2206 (10 μM), SB203580 (10 μM), SB203580 (20 μM), SP600125
(20 μM), U0126 (20 μM), and SB216763 (10 μM) were used. Inhibitors were added 1.5
h before harvesting the cells (with MG132 to prevent cyclin B degradation and
consequent mitotic exit). Total cell lysates were subjected to Western blotting with the
indicated antibodies. * marks the two lanes in which the PBK mobility-shift was
inhibited.
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Figure 2-2.

CDK1 Phosphorylates PBK In Vitro

(A) In vitro kinase assays with purified CDK1/cyclin B complex and recombinant GSTPBK. RO3306 (5 μM) was used to inhibit CDK1 kinase activity. (B) Conservation of
PBK's mitotic phosphorylation sites. (C) In vitro kinase assays with purified CDK1/cyclin
B complex to phosphorylate recombinant GST-PBK or GST-PBK-4A. D, In vitro kinase
assays were done as in (A) except anti-phospho-PBK T9, T24, S32 and S59 antibodies
were used.
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Figure 2-3.

CDK1 Phosphorylates PBK in Cells

(A) HeLa cells were treated with nocodazole or taxol for 16 h. The T24 phosphoantibody was incubated for 16 h at 4 °C with either PBS (no peptide), peptide, or
phospo-peptide used for immunizing rabbits, before Western blotting. (B) HeLa cells
were treated with nocodazole or taxol for 16 h before Western blotting was performed
with the indicated antibodies. (C) HeLa cells were transfected with scrambled siRNA
(control) or siRNA against PBK for 48 h and were further treated with (+) or without (−)
taxol for 16 h. The total cell lysates were subjected to Western blotting with the
indicated antibodies. * marks a non-specific band. (D) HeLa cells were nocodazole
together with or without various kinase inhibitors as indicated. Inhibitors were added
with MG132 (to halt cyclin B degradation and prevent mitotic exit) for 1.5 h before
harvesting the cells. Total cell lysates were subjected to Western blotting with the
indicated antibodies.
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Figure 2-4.

CDK1 Phosphorylates PBK in Normal Mitosis and during Mitotic

Arrest
(A) HeLa cells were treated with nocodazole or taxol for 16 h and then fixed. Before
the cells were immunostained with the T24 phospho-antibody, the antibody was
incubated for 16 h at 4 °C with either PBS (no peptide), peptide, or phospho-peptide.
White and yellow arrows mark some of the metaphase cells and the interphase cells,
respectively. (B) HeLa cells were synchronized by the double thymidine block and
release method. Cells were stained with antibodies against p-PBK T24, β-tubulin, and
with DAPI. C, A low power (40 × objective) lens was used to view various phases of
the cells in a field from (B). (D) HeLa cells were synchronized by a double thymidine
block and release method. Total cell lysates were harvested at the specified time points
after release and subjected to Western blotting analysis with the indicated antibodies.
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Figure 2-5.

Generation and Characterization of PBK Knockout (KO) U2OS Cell

Line
(A) Western blot of parental and PBK knockout U2OS cell lines. Equal amount of U2OS
control and PBK knockout cell lysates were probed with anti-PBK antibody. (B) U2OS
control and PBK knockout cells were used to quantify the percentage of cells in
cytokinesis. (C) Immunofluorescence confocal images showing the difference in the
amount of cytokinesis between the U2OS control and PBK knockout cell lines. βTubulin is shown in green and nuclei is stained with DAPI (blue). The arrows point to
cytokinetic bridges. (D) U2OS KO cells were stably transduced with vector, PBK, or
PBK-T9A. Total cell lysates from U2OS cell lines which were treated with taxol and
probed with the indicated antibodies. (E) The indicated U2OS cell lines were used to
quantify the percentage of cells in cytokinesis as in (B). (F) The specified U2OS cell
lines were labeled with PI and flow cytometry analysis was performed to determine the
percentage of tetra-ploidy cells in the whole population. (G) U2OS control and PBK
knockout cell whole lysates were probed with the indicated YAP antibodies. Numbers
below the p-S397 YAP blot indicate the quantification of relative band intensity from
three independent experiments. (H) U2OS control and PBK knockout cell whole lysates
were probed with the indicated cell cycle-related antibodies. Numbers below the Cyclin
E1 blot indicate the quantification of relative band intensity from three independent
experiments. **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 2-6.

Overexpression of PBK Elicits EMT in Normal Cells

(A) PBK protein expression in various normal and breast cancer cell lines. (B) MCF10A
(an immortalized breast epithelial cell line) cells transduced with vector control, PBK,
or PBK-T9A and probed with the indicated YAP antibodies. (C) MCF10A cells
transduced with vector control, PBK, or PBK-T9A and probed with the indicated EMT
marker antibodies. (D) 10× microscope images displaying the morphology differences
between MCF10A vector control, PBK, and PBK-T9A. (E, F) Cell migration (wound
healing) assays with cell lines established in (B). (G) Cell proliferation assays with cell
lines established in (B). (H) The cell lines established in (B) were used to quantify the
percentage of cells in anaphase/telophase. **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001 (t-test).
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Figure 2-7.

Mitotic Phosphorylation of PBK Inhibits Its Oncogenic Activity in

Cells
(A) Western blot of PBK mono-allelic knockout T47D cell line and transduced PBK and
PBK-T9A cell lines. (B, C) Invasion assays with cell lines established in (A). (D, E) Cell
migration (wound healing) assays with cell lines established in (A). (F) Cell proliferation
assays with cell lines established in (A). *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001 (t-test).

Table 1.
PBK-A-Fwd

caccGAGGCCGGGATATTTATAGT

PBK-A-Rev

aaacACTATAAATATCCCGGCCTC

PBK-B-Fwd

caccGCAGAAGCTTGGCTTTGGTAC

PBK-B-Rev

aaacGTACCAAAGCCAAGCTTCTGC
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Chapter 3
CYCLIN-DEPENDENT KINASE 1-MEDIATED AMPK
PHOSPHORYLATION REGULATES MITOTIC PROGRESSION
AND LINKS TO ANTITUBULIN CYTOTOXICITY
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ABSTRACT
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), a heterotrimeric serine/threonine kinase
and cellular metabolic sensor, has been found to regulate cell cycle checkpoints in cancer
cells in response to energetic stress to harmonize proliferation with energy availability.
Despite AMPK’s emergent association with the cell cycle, it still has not been fully delineated how AMPK is regulated by upstream signaling pathways during mitosis. We report,
for the first time, direct CDK1 phosphorylation of both the catalytic α1 and α2 subunits as
well as the β1 regulatory subunit of AMPK in mitosis. We found that AMPK-knockout
U2OS osteosarcoma cells have reduced mitotic indexes and that CDK1 phosphorylationnull AMPK is unable to rescue the phenotype, demonstrating a role for CDK1 regulation
of mitotic entry through AMPK. Our results also denote a vital role for AMPK in promoting
proper chromosomal alignment, as loss of AMPK activity leads to misaligned chromosomes and concomitant metaphase delay. Importantly, AMPK expression and activity was
found to be critical for paclitaxel chemosensitivity in breast cancer cells and positively correlated with relapse-free survival in systemically treated breast cancer patients.
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3.1.

INTRODUCTION
Mitosis is a dynamic and vitally important process for separating identical copies

of genomic material into two daughter cells. It is thought that failure in the mitotic processes can lead to tumor initiation [92-94]. One of the hallmarks of cancer is mitotic defects, frequently seen as flaws in chromosomal adhesion, spindle attachment, chromosomal segregation, cytokinesis, and centrosomal duplication [95-97]. Another important path
to cellular transformation is a change in the fidelity of mitotic checkpoints. Mutations or
aberrations in the regulation of cell cycle checkpoints often result in what is known as
mitotic cell death (MCD) [98] or lead to cancer [99, 100], indicating the importance of these
checkpoints.
Dramatic changes to major organelles and cellular organization happen swiftly during this relatively short period of the cell cycle. This window is considered the most vulnerable period of the cell cycle and, subsequently, has become the target of multiple anticancer drugs. Many aim to activate the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) or to target
components of the anaphase-promoting complex (APC), leading to prolonged mitotic arrest, and eventual activation of pathways promoting MCD [101]. Thus, identifying
additional molecular regulation in mitosis may lead to the identification of potentially
druggable targets and development of novel chemotherapeutics for combatting cancer.
AMPK is a heterotrimeric serine/threonine kinase consisting of a catalytic α subunit
and two regulatory β and γ subunits. Known to be phosphorylated by kinases LKB1 and
CAMKK, AMPK regulates cellular energy homeostasis and harmonizes proliferation with
energy availability. Additionally, proliferation is adjusted through metabolic signals which
have been shown previously to be coupled to cell cycle progression [102]. Of importance,
AMPK has been found to sit in the center of a signaling network involving bona fide tumor
suppressors [103] and found to be associated with cell cycle checkpoints, as AMPK-null
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Drosophila cells have mitotic defects [104]. AMPK has also been found to be activated
during mitosis with increased p-T172 phosphorylation seen during mitosis [105-110]. Likewise, a screen of AMPK substrates revealed multiple downstream mitotic proteins as targets of its kinase activity [111]. A chemical genetic screen of downstream AMPK substrates in human cells identified several which were involved in mitosis including protein
phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 12A and 12C (PPP1R12A/2C), cell division cycle protein 27 (CDC27), and p21-activated protein kinase (PAK2) [111]. AMPK phosphorylation
of PPP1R12C blocks its inhibition of myosin regulatory light chain (MRLC) which is a regulator of cytokinesis [112], CDC27 is a member of the APC connecting AMPK to the spindle checkpoint during metaphase [113], and AMPK activation of PAK2 leads to phosphorylation of MRLC and mitotic progression [114]. MRLC has also been shown to be phosphorylated directly by AMPK at its regulatory site in vitro and in vivo, both in Drosophila
and mammals [115]. AMPK has been connected to mitosis in other studies as well. AMPKnull Drosophila embryos display severe abnormalities in cytoskeletal apical-basal polarity
as well as defective mitotic divisions which lead to polyploidy [104]. Loss of AMPK activity,
through either inhibition of AMPK in cancer cells [116] or with full AMPK knockout (KO) in
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) [117], is enough to weaken the cell cycle arrest at
G2/M caused by ionizing radiation. AMPK is also active in the mitotic regulation of neural
stem cells. Abolishing normal AMPK activity in the developing mouse brain leads to flawed
mitosis in neural progenitor cells and abnormal brain development [118]. Recently, it has
been discovered that AMPK and its ortholog Snf1 in S. cerevisiae are required for proper
metaphase spindle alignment [106, 119]. Together, these studies point to a role for AMPK
outside of its canonical signaling network, acting as a master regulator not only of cellular
metabolism, but also cell cycle progression. Despite AMPK’s connection to mitosis, how
AMPK is regulated during mitotic progression remains unclear. In this report, we identify
a novel layer of regulation involving CDK1-mediated phosphorylation for AMPK.
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3.2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1. Cell Culture and Transfection
HEK293T, HeLa, U2OS, MCF7, and SKBR3 cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cultured as ATCC instructed. The cell lines were
authenticated at ATCC and were used at low (< 25) passages. Attractene (Qiagen) was
used for transient overexpression of proteins in HEK293T cells following the manufacturer's instructions. Lentivirus packaging, infection, and subsequent selection were done as
we have described previously [120]. Nocodazole (100 ng/mL for 16 h) and taxol (100 nM
for 16 h) (Selleck Chemicals) were used to arrest cells in mitosis unless otherwise indicated. Kinase inhibitors were purchased from Selleck Chemicals (VX680, BI2536, Purvalanol A, SP600125, SB216736, and MK-2206), ENZO life Sciences (RO3306), or LC
Laboratory (U0126 and SB203580). All other chemicals were from either from Sigma or
Thermo Fisher.
3.2.2. Expression Constructs
Human pcDNA3-HA-AMPKα1-WT and Myc-AMPKγ1-WT constructs were a gift
from Dr. Ken Inoki [121]. Human pECE-HA-AMPKβ1-WT and pECE-HA-AMPKα2-WT
were gifts from Anne Brunet (Addgene plasmid # 31666 and 31654) [111]. pLKO.1-H2BRFP was a gift from Elaine Fuchs (Addgene plasmid # 26001) [122]. Point mutations were
generated by the QuikChange Site-directed PCR mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) and verified by sequencing. Retroviral expression constructs were made by cloning full-length
AMPKβ1 or AMPKα2 cDNA into MaRXTMIV [34]. Lentiviral expression constructs were
generated by cloning full length AMPKα2 cDNAs into pSIN4-Flag-IRES-Puro or AMPKα1
into pSIN4-Flag-IRES-Neo [123].
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3.2.3. EGFP-Expressing All-In-One CRISPR Construct
To construct the all-in-one CRISPR/Cas9n plasmid targeting AMPKβ1, the sense
and anti-sense oligonucleotides from Table 1A were synthesized, annealed, and Golden
Gate assembled into the pX330A_D10A-1x2-EGFP and pX330S-2 vectors as described
previously [123]. After the two vectors were generated, a ﬁnal Golden Gate assembly was
performed to generate the all-in-one vector as described previously [76]. The resulting
pX330A_D10A-1x2-EGFP-PRKAB1-AB construct was transfected into cells and GFPpositive clones were selected by ﬂow cytometry-based cell sorting.
To construct the all-in-one CRISPR/Cas9n plasmid targeting both AMPKα1 and
α2, the sense and anti-sense oligonucleotides from Table 1B were synthesized, annealed,
and Golden Gate assembled into the pX330A_D10A-1x2-EGFP, pX330S-2, pX330S-3,
and pX330S-4. After the four vectors were generated, a ﬁnal Golden Gate assembly was
performed to generate the all-in-one vector. The resulting pX330A_D10A-1x2-EGFPPRKAA1/2-ABCD construct was transfected into cells and GFP-positive clones were selected by ﬂow cytometry-based cell sorting.
3.2.4. Recombinant Protein Puriﬁcation and In Vitro Kinase Assay
GST-tagged AMPKα2-WT and 2A, as well as GST-tagged AMPKβ1-WT, T19A,
S40A, and 2A were cloned in pGEX-5X-1. Proteins were bacterially expressed and
puriﬁed on GSTrap FF aﬃnity columns (GE Healthcare) following the manufacturer's instructions. GST-AMPKα2 or GST-AMPKβ1 (0.5–1 μg) was incubated with 10 U recombinant CDK1/cyclin B complex (New England Biolabs) or 100 ng CDK1/cyclin B (SignalChem) in kinase buﬀer (New England Biolabs) in the presence of 5 μCi γ-32P-ATP (3000
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Ci/mmol, PerkinElmer). PLK1 kinase was also obtained from SignalChem. Phosphorylation was visualized by autoradiography (32P incorporation) followed by Western blotting or
detected by phospho-speciﬁc antibodies.
3.2.5. Antibodies
Rabbit polyclonal antibody against p-T485/T490 AMPKα1/2 was a gift from Dr. Ken
Inoki [124]. AMPKα1, AMPKα2, AMPKβ1, AMPKβ2, AMPKγ1, AMPKγ2, AMPKγ3,
AMPKα1/α2, p-AMPKα (T172), p-AMPKβ1 (S182), p-AMPKβ1 (S108), p-Aurora A/B/C
(T288/T232/T198), CDC25C, p-Histone H3 (S10) Alexa Fluor® 488, and cleaved PARP
antibodies were from Cell Signaling Technology. Anti-β-Actin, Cyclin B1 and CDC27 antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Flag, HA, and Myc antibodies were from
Sigma. α-Tubulin antibody was from Abcam. γ-Tubulin antibody was from Biolegend. pAMPKα (S356/S377) and p-AMPKβ1 (T19) phospho-antibodies were generated and purified by AbMart. The phospho-peptides used for immunizing rabbits were PLIAD-pSPKARC (p-AMPKα S356/S377) and HGGHK-pT-PRRDS (p-AMPKβ1 T19). Matching
non-phosphorylated peptides were also synthesized and used for antibody purification
and blocking assays.
3.2.6. Immunoprecipitation, Phos-tag™, and Western Blot Analysis
Phos-tag™ was obtained from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. (cat#: 30493521). Phos-tag™ gels were made using 10 μM Phos-tag™ (with 100 μM MnCl2) in 8%
SDS-acrylamide gels as described [125]. Immunoprecipitation, western blotting, and
lambda phosphatase treatment assays were done as previously described [126].
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3.2.7. Immunofluorescence staining and confocal microscopy
Cell fixation, permeabilization, immunofluorescence staining, and confocal microscopy were done as previously described [78].
3.2.8. RNA extraction, construction of RNA libraries, and RNA-Seq
We extracted the RNA using the Direct-zol™ RNA Miniprep Plus Kit (Zymo Research) and evaluated the purity and concentration of the RNA by ultraviolet spectroscopy
(NanoDrop). RNA integrity numbers (RIN) were evaluated using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. RNA sequencing libraries were constructed using 1000 ng of total RNA from each
sample and the TruSeqV2 kit from Illumina following manufacturer’s protocol. Illumina
NextSeq sequencing and NGS data acquisition were conducted at the UNMC Genomics
Core Facility. The libraries were subjected to 75 bp paired-end high-output sequencing
using a NextSeq500 sequencer to generate approximately 33.3 to 41.6 million reads per
sample. Fastq files were generated using the bc12fastq software, version 1.8.4 and provided to the UNMC Bioinformatics Core facility for further analysis. The original fastq format reads were trimmed and filtered using the fqtirm tool (https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/fqtrim) to remove adapters, terminal unknown bases (Ns) and low quality 3’ regions
(Phred score < 30). The trimmed fastq files were processed by our facility’s newly developed standard pipeline utilizing STAR [127] as the aligner and RSEM [128] as the tool for
annotation and quantification at both gene and isoform levels. TPM values were used for
comparison results (student’s t-test) for all the available genes. The Benjamini-Hochberg
(BH) adjusted p values [129] were also provided to adjust for multiple testing-caused false
discovery rate (FDR) with significant level of adjusted p value of ≤ 0.05.
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3.2.9. Live-Cell Imaging
U2OS and lentiviral-transduced U2OS were plated on black 96-well optical bottom
plates (Thermo Fisher). Live-cell imaging was performed in a Cellomics Arrayscan VTI
HCS Reader with 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubation using FluroBrite DMEM (Thermo Fisher) supplemented with 4 mM L-glutamine, 10% FBS, 1% Pen/Strep. Cells were monitored for 24
h and pictures were taken every 5 min using an RFP filter. Measurements of cell cycle
durations were done using the time-lapse sequences.
3.2.10. Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance was analyzed using a two-tailed, unpaired Student's t-test
or using a two-way ANOVA with the Šidák correction for multiple comparisons. A P value
of < 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.
3.3.

RESULTS

3.3.1. AMPK is Phosphorylated During Antitubulin Drug-Induced G2/M Arrest
To examine the phosphorylation status of the AMPK subunits, we used PhosTag
gel electrophoresis which selectively separates phosphorylated from unphosphorylated
proteins through specific binding of phosphate ions (see [29, 30]). The mobility shifts of
AMPKα1, α2, and β1 were seen to be increased during G2/M arrest induced by antimitotic
drugs (Figure 3-1A), suggesting that AMPK is phosphorylated during G2/M arrest. The
mobility of AMPKβ2, AMPKγ1, AMPKγ2 and AMPKγ3 were not altered under these
conditions (Figure 3-1A). We found that the phosphorylation levels of AMPKα1/α2 at the
main T172 activation site and the autophosphorylation site on β1 at S108 were not
changed under these conditions, suggesting that the mobility shift of AMPK was not likely
due to phosphorylation at T172 or S108 respectively, indicating the possibility of novel
post-translational modification sites (Figure 3-1B). Treatment of arrested cells with λ-
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phosphatase completely reversed the mobility shift of AMPKα and β1 (Figure 3-1C),
indicating that the mobility shifts of AMPK subunits during G2/M were due to
phosphorylation events. In order to determine which upstream kinases could be
phosphorylating AMPK, we took cells that were cultured overnight with taxol and then
treated for two hours with various kinase inhibitors. Interestingly, only the CDK1 inhibitors
RO-3306 and Purvalanol A were able to block the mobility shift for AMPKα (Figure 3-1D)
and β1 (Figure 3-1E), signifying that possibly CDK1 is phosphorylating AMPK directly or
may be acting further upstream. Taken together, these data strongly suggest that mitotic
arrest-induced AMPK phosphorylation is CDK1 dependent.
3.3.2. CDK1 Phosphorylates AMPK In Vitro
In vitro kinase assays were performed to determine whether CDK1 can directly
phosphorylate AMPKα, with GST-tagged AMPKα as substrate. Lysates of taxol-treated
mitotic cells strongly phosphorylated AMPKα, and RO-3306 inhibition of CDK1 significantly reduced phosphorylation of GST-AMPKα (Figure 3-2A). Database analysis
revealed multiple sites in AMPK α1, α2, and β1 as mitotic phosphorylation sites from largescale phosphoproteomic studies [84, 130, 131]. Scanning the amino acid sequences of
the AMPK α1 and α2 subunits for CDK1 consensus motifs identified two potential
phosphorylated sites: S356 and T490 on α1 and S377 and T485 on α2 which are located
in the AMPKα ST-stretch (Figure 3-2B). Cross-species alignment of AMPKα subunits
(Figure 3-2B) and of β1 (data not shown) show a conservation of the regions flanking
these sites, indicating that, possibly, these phosphorylation sites have functional roles.
Interestingly, T490 was recently found to be an inhibitory phosphorylation site regulated
by GSK3 that is involved in metabolic flexibility [124]. We next examined whether mutating
these sites to alanine would affect CDK1 phosphorylation of AMPKα2 during taxol
treatment. AMPKα-mutants S377A and T485A combined (AMPKα2-2A) completely
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blocked

P labeling on AMPKα when compared with wild type (WT) AMPKα (Figure 3-
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2C). After identifying these sites, we generated a phospho-specific antibody for detecting
p-S377 and utilized another for detecting p-T490. As expected, GST-AMPKα2 WT
incubated with activated CDK1 displayed high levels of phosphorylation detected with pS377 and p-T485 antibodies, whereas mutating the two sites to alanine completely
abrogated the phospho-signal, confirming the specificity of the phospho-antibodies
(Figure 3-2D). We also examined if PLK1 is able to phosphorylate AMPK, as one study
described regulation of AMPK by PLK1 at T172 during mitosis [132]. We found that PLK1
fails to phosphorylate either of our mitotic sites and, as expected, both CDK1 and PLK1
were unable to phosphorylate T172 directly (Figure 3-2D). Similarly, in vitro kinase assays
were performed to determine whether CDK1 can directly phosphorylate AMPKβ1, with
GST-tagged AMPKβ1 as substrate. Lysates of mitotically arrested cells robustly
phosphorylated AMPKβ1, with RO-3306 inhibition of CDK1 significantly reducing
phosphorylation of GST-AMPKβ1 (Figure 3-2E). Next, the phosphorylation sites of T19
and S40 were identified on AMPKβ1 that matched the CDK1 consensus motif and likewise
were hits in large-scale phosphoproteomic studies [84, 130, 131]. Interestingly, in line with
our observations in Figure 3-1A, indicating that AMPKβ1, but not AMPKβ2, is
phosphorylated, both T19 and S40 do not exist in AMPKβ2. In vitro kinase assays with
activated CDK1/Cyclin B1 complex displayed clear phosphorylation of WT GST-AMPKβ1.
Interestingly, the AMPKβ1 T19A and 2A mutations blocked all
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P incorporation at both

T19 and S40, possibly indicating lack of T19 phosphorylation precludes S40 phosphorylation, but not vice versa (Figure 3-2F). Next, we generated a phospho-specific antibody
towards pT19 and found that both AMPKβ1 WT and S40A were clearly phosphorylated at
T19 compared to the T19A and 2A mutants (Figure 3-2G), once again showing that T19A
could be considered identical to 2A.
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3.3.3. AMPK is Phosphorylated in Cells in a CDK1-Dependent Manner
After confirming AMPK phosphorylation by CDK1 in vitro, we next examined this
phosphorylation in cells. Immunoprecipitation of endogenous AMPKα2 from HeLa cells
treated with nocodazole or with nocodazole plus RO-3306 showed an increase and a loss
of S377 phosphorylation respectively (Figure 3-3A). Over expressed Flag-AMPKα2 WT,
S377A, and T485A constructs transfected into 293T cells treated with or without nocodazole, when Flag-immunoprecipitated, revealed increased S377 phosphorylation for WT
α2 under nocodazole treatment and, unsurprisingly, a complete loss in the S377A mutant.
Of note, mutating T485 to alanine does not perturb the phosphorylation at S377 (Figure
3-3B). These data indicate that AMPKα is phosphorylated at S377 in cells during
nocodazole-induced G2/M arrest in a CDK1-dependent manner. Next, to determine if the
β1 subunit was also phosphorylated in cells, we performed Flag-immunoprecipitation of
WT and T19A mutant AMPKβ1 from nocodazole-arrested cell lysates and probed them
using the phospho-specific AMPKβ1 T19 antibody. Indeed, the phosphorylation signal
was potently increased for WT AMPKβ1 in cells arrested in mitosis, but completely absent
in the T19A mutant (Figure 3-3C). Subsequently, we transfected HA-AMPKα1 WT and 2A
into 293T cells and immunoprecipitated HA-AMPKα1 from cells treated with either DMSO,
taxol, or nocodazole. The phosphorylation of WT HA-AMPKα1 was found to be increased
under taxol and nocodazole arrest, but entirely lost in the 2A mutant (Figure 3-3D). To
further confirm this as a CDK1-mediated phosphorylation in cells, we immunoprecipitated
HA-AMPKα1 WT and 2A from cells treated with nocodazole or with nocodazole plus RO3306. We detected an increase of T490 phosphorylation with nocodazole treatment which
could be largely abolished with the CDK1 inhibitor, RO3306, as well as a complete block
of this phosphorylation in the HA-AMPKα1 2A mutant (Figure 3-3E). AMPK has several
autophosphorylation sites [133-135], so we wanted to determine if AMPK mitotic
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phosphorylation at S377 was either due to autophosphorylation or if AMPK kinase activity
was required via feedback mechanisms for the S377 mitotic phosphorylation to occur. To
do this, we transfected WT and kinase-dead (K45R) HA-AMPKα2 in 293T cells, which
were treated with or without nocodazole, and then examined the levels of p-S377 (Figure
3-3F). We found there was no difference between the WT and K45R mutant for AMPKα2
S377 mitotic phosphorylation, indicating that this is not an autophosphorylation site and
that AMPK kinase activity is not a precondition for S377 mitotic phosphorylation. Next, we
wanted to ascertain if any of the mitotic phosphorylations were essential for AMPK subunit
molecular interaction. For this, we co-expressed Myc-AMPKγ1 with either WT or 2A HAAMPKα1 and WT or T19A Flag-AMPKβ1 in 293T cells, then treated with or without
nocodazole and co-immunoprecipitated by pulling down HA-AMPKα1. Our results showed
that neither of the phospho-null mutations in α1 or β1 had any deleterious effect on subunit
interaction (Figure 3-3G). Overall, these data provide a strong argument that CDK1
phosphorylates multiple AMPK subunits in cells during mitosis.
3.3.4. AMPK Regulates Mitotic Progression
After we had ascertained AMPK mitotic phosphorylation is mediated by CDK1, we
wanted to explore AMPK’s possible role in regulating mitotic processes through gene
knockout phenotypic analysis. We generated an AMPKα1/α2 double knockout (AMPKαKO) and as well as an AMPKβ1 knockout in U2OS cells using a CRISPR-Cas9 approach.
In the AMPKα-KO, not only was AMPKα1 and α2 expression completely absent, but also
both the AMPKβ subunit protein levels were severely diminished, indicating a need for
AMPKα subunits for stability of the other complex members (Figure 3-4A). In the AMPKβ1KO cell line, aside from AMPKβ1 protein expression being completely lost, AMPKβ2 and
AMPKα1/α2 expression remained unchanged (Figure 3-4B). Next, we took U2OS and
U2OS AMPKα-KO cells, arrested them at metaphase with nocodazole, and then released
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the rounded-up mitotic cells in fresh media. Upon release, we harvested cells at the
indicated time points and probed with Cyclin B1, CDC25C, and CDC27 to detect the rate
of mitotic exit of each cell line. No noticeable differences were seen in the rates of
degradation of Cyclin B1 or dephosphorylation of CDC25C and CDC27 between U2OS
AMPKα-KO and controls (Figure 3-4C). Subsequently, by way of fluorescent live-cell
imaging, we examined mitotic entry and progression of parental and AMPKα-KO U2OS
cells stably expressing RFP-H2B. The parental U2OS cells quickly condensed their
chromatin and aligned their chromosomes in a tightly packed metaphase plate within 15
minutes. Anaphase onset occurred 35 minutes after nuclear-envelope break down
(NEBD), with chromatin decondensation occurring at 50 minutes post-NEBD (Figure 3-4D
upper). AMPKα-KO cells, in contrast, have a marked delay in aligning their chromosomes
at metaphase, approximately 115 minutes after NEBD, and a postponement of anaphase
onset to 120 minutes post-NEBD (Figure 3-4E lower). Quantification of mitotic phaselengths revealed that AMPKα-KO cells, fascinatingly, had 77% longer prometaphase to
anaphase transitions than controls (Figure 3-4F). Unsurprisingly, AMPKα-KO cells had a
significantly longer mitotic length, which concurs with a previous live-cell study using bright
field microscopy that specified a significantly increased mitotic length for AMPK siRNAtreated HeLa cells [106]. Of note, similar anaphase to telophase timing in U2OS control
and AMPKα-KO reinforces our earlier observation of unhindered mitotic exit in these cells
(Figure 3-4D-F). We noticed fewer rounded-up cells in the AMPKα-KO and AMPKβ1-KOs
when treated with taxol or nocodazole, so we performed cell cycle analysis using
propidium iodide and found that there was no significant difference in the percentages of
G2/M arrested cells between the knockouts and the controls (data not shown). Next we
stained U2OS control, AMPKα-KO and AMPKβ1-KOs cells (treated with or without
nocodazole for 0, 8, 16, or 24 hours) with fluorescently labeled phospho-Histone H3 (S10)
antibody to measure the mitotic index. Surprisingly, the number of mitotic cells in AMPKα-
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KO and AMPKβ1-KO U2OS, when treated for 16 or 24 hours with nocodazole, was
significantly lower than that of parental U2OS, indicating these cells may not be entering
mitosis, but, having completed S-phase, have 4N DNA content (Figure 3-4G).
Pharmacological abrogation of AMPK activity through use of small molecule inhibitors has been used widely for the study of AMPK function [106, 108, 109, 136]. We utilized
the Compound C and a newly identified AMPK-specific inhibitor SBI-0206965, which has
been demonstrated to have an entirely different set of potential off-target kinases inhibited
compared to Compound C [137]. Abrupt inhibition of AMPK in RFP-H2B-expressing U2OS
cells was accomplished with treatment with 5 µM SBI-0206965 or 5 µM Compound C,
which were then immediately imaged for 24 hours and the timing of each mitotic phase
was analyzed. Similar to AMPKα-KO cells, cells in which AMPK activity was inhibited displayed distinctly increased metaphase lengths (Figure 3-5A, B), demonstrating the
importance of AMPK kinase activity for timely mitotic progression. From this, we wanted
to further investigate why these cells were getting delayed at metaphase. Examination via
confocal microscopy of U2OS cells with either genetic or pharmacological nullification of
AMPK kinase function revealed that a vast majority of AMPKα-KOs or U2OS cells treated
with Compound C fail to properly align their chromosomes during metaphase (Figure 35C). Representative images are shown in (Figure 3-5D), displaying unattached and
misaligned chromosomes frequently seen as far away from the metaphase plate as the
centrosomes. The observed metaphase arrest in cells lacking functioning AMPK could be
due to, in part, how chromosomes with kinetochores unattached to the mitotic spindle
activate the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), which delays anaphase sister-chromatid
separation until each chromosome is properly attached to the spindle [138, 139].
3.3.5. AMPK Phosphorylation is Required for Mitotic Progression
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The necessity for AMPKα expression for mitotic entry and proper prophase to anaphase progression prompted us to investigate the role of the two mitotic CDK1-mediated
phosphorylations of AMPKα, S377 and T490. For this, we generated stable cell lines expressing either AMPKα1 WT or AMPKα1 2A in the AMPKα-KO U2OS cells (Figure 3-6A),
with expression of AMPKα1 WT or 2A near the levels found in parental U2OS rescuing
the expression of both AMPKβ subunits. Measurement of the mitotic index of U2OS
AMPKα-KO cells treated with nocodazole, once again, revealed a concomitant drop in
cells arrested in mitosis which lack AMPK expression. This could be fully rescued by the
expression of AMPKα1 WT, but only partially by α2-WT or the mitotic phosphorylation-null
α1-2A (Figure 3-6B), indicating that AMPKα1 could be the primary mitotic subunit in these
cells and that mitotic phosphorylation by CDK1 may be important for proper progression
into mitosis. We also created AMPKα2-WT, AMPKα1-K45R (kinase-dead), and AMPKα1T183A (phospho-activation-null) add-backs to the AMPKα-KO background (Figure 3-6C).
Expression of each form of α-subunit were sufficient for recovering the expression of both
AMPKβ subunits (Figure 3-6C). Analysis of the mitotic index of the α1-K45R and α1T183A mutants, showed the same significant decrease in mitotic cells as seen with
AMPKα-KO (Figure 3-6D), demonstrating that both AMPK kinase activity and activation at
T183 are required for mitotic arrest. AMPKα2-WT expression was only able to partially
increase the suppressed phosphorylation of S10 on histone H3 (Figure 3-6D). We next
sought to elucidate the roles played by AMPK mitotic phosphorylation, kinase activity, and
phospho-activation in mitotic progression by stably expressing RFP-H2B in each AMPKα1
mutant and the AMPKβ1-KO cell lines, following unperturbed mitoses, and determining
the timing of mitotic entry to anaphase onset. Interestingly, AMPKα1-WT and α1-T183A
could fully rescue the prometaphase delay seen in AMPKα-KO cells (Figure 3-6E). In
addition, knocking out AMPKβ1 had no effect on metaphase alignment or the interval from
NEBD to anaphase. Contrastingly, α1-K45R could not rescue and AMPKα1-2A could only
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partially rescue the prolonged arrest during prometa/metaphase (Figure 3-6E), indicating
that AMPK kinase activity is required, and CDK1 mitotic phosphorylation is, at least in part,
essential for proper early mitotic progression. Since we saw that the AMPKα-KOs, when
treated for 16 hours with nocodazole, were indeed accumulating with 4N DNA content and
were pH3 (S10)-negative, we then wanted to confirm whether these cells were
endoreduplicating or simply never entering mitosis. To do this, we used fluorescent livecell microscopy to follow individual cells under the treatment of taxol or nocodazole for 48
hours. Remarkably, 73-81% of AMPKα-KOs persisted in interphase and never arrested in
mitosis, which was significantly higher than parental U2OS in which only 48-49% remained
in interphase (Figure 3-6F). In contrast, AMPKα1-WT expression partially rescued and
cleared more cells to progress into mitosis, so only 49-52% remained unarrested, whereas
AMPKα1-2A was more like AMPKα-KO with 68-77% lingering in interphase (Figure 3-6F).
These data confirmed that CDK1-mediated phosphorylation of, and the kinase activity by,
AMPK is not only important for faithful mitotic entry, but also for proper progression to DNA
segregation at anaphase.
3.3.6. AMPK Phosphorylation Regulates Transcription of Genes Involved in
Mitosis
To get insight into the downstream signaling of AMPK, we next investigated the
transcriptome of U2OS cells by next generation RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). Comparative analysis of parental U2OS (control) vs. AMPKα-KO and control vs. AMPKα1-2A was
performed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) to examine canonical pathways similarly altered in each to designate effects due to dysregulation of CDK1 phosphosites. Intriguingly, canonical pathways influencing actin dynamics such as actin cytoskeleton signaling, ILK signaling, and regulation of actin-based motility by Rho were predicted to be
significantly activated (Figure 3-7A). Unsurprisingly, the expression of a multitude of genes
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involved in promoting cellular movement and migration were increased and several inhibitors of cell movement were diminished in AMPKα-KO and α1-2A cells compared to controls (Figure 3-7B). By examining alterations of downstream gene expression, upstream
analysis pinpointed numerous possible upstream regulators. Most of the highest-scoring
upstream effectors were analogously modulated between AMPKα-KO and α1-2A
compared to controls (Figure 3-7C), indicating that loss of phosphorylation of AMPK by
CDK1 is comparable to AMPK knockout for alterations seen in these particular pathways.
We previously detected stark reduction of p-Histone H3 (S10) in both the AMPKα-KO and
α1-2A cells, which led us to speculate that this was possibly due to either phosphatase
dysregulation leading to hyper-dephosphorylation, or perturbation of kinase signaling
leading to inadequate phosphorylation of Histone H3. Interestingly, there were eight
significantly up- or down-regulated phosphatases found to be changed mutually between
the AMPKα-KO and α1-2A cells compared to controls (Figure 3-7D). Furthermore,
between the two treatments, the expression levels of ten kinases and two mitosisassociated kinases significantly changed compared to controls (Figure 3-7E).
3.3.7. AMPK Phosphorylation Potentiates Taxol Cytotoxicity
Taxanes and similar compounds rely on the disruption of microtubule dynamics in
order to arrest cells in mitosis through activation of the SAC, with the prolonged arrest
triggering cell death through a unique antiproliferative process called mitotic catastrophe
[140] or through aberrant mitosis and eventual death in G1 [141]. Because of this method
of action, cancer cells must enter mitosis in order to suffer the effects of taxol and eventually succumb to cell death mechanisms. With this in mind, we next had to ascertain if loss
of AMPK activity could indeed provide cancer cells with a means to resist cell death by
taxol treatment. AMPKα-KO cells, compared to parental U2OS, had distinctly reduced levels of apoptosis revealed by cleaved PARP. Addition of AMPKα1-WT amply rescued and
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resensitized the cells, whereas AMPKα1-2A had muted levels of cleaved PARP similar to
AMPKα-KO (Figure 3-8A), suggesting that cells lacking AMPKα expression have a
proclivity to resist taxol-mediated mitotic cell death. Similar resistance was seen in MCF7
and SKBR3 breast adenocarcinoma cells when treated concomitantly with taxol and SBI0206965. Both cell types displayed high cleaved PARP protein levels under taxol treatment alone. Yet, when AMPK was inhibited in MCF7 and SKBR3 cells exposed to taxol
for 24 hours, substantial reductions in cleaved PARP were seen (Figure 3-8B), evidencing
that AMPK activity is necessary for significant levels of apoptosis elicited by taxol mitotic
arrest. Both SBI-0206965 and Compound C could significantly reduce the mitotic index of
HeLa cells that were treated with taxol compared to taxol treatment alone (Figure 3-8C,
D), signifying that the lack of apoptosis in these cells is possibly due to AMPK inhibition
blocking mitotic entry and thus protecting cancer cells from mitotic catastrophe and
apoptosis triggered by paclitaxel. Survival curves for breast cancer patients who received
systemic treatments and who had high AMPKα1 expression displayed significantly higher
relapse-free survival (RFS) rates than survival curves for patients who had low AMPKα1
expression [142] (Figure 3-8E). Interestingly, there is no difference in RFS for patients with
high or low AMPKα2 or AMPKβ2, but a moderately higher RFS rate in high AMPKβ1expressing patients (Figure 3-8F-H). These data indicate that higher expression of the
mitotically phosphorylated subunits, AMPKα1 and β1, are highly correlated with RFS of
breast cancer patients undergoing systemic chemotherapies.
3.4.

DISCUSSION
AMPK has previously been reported to have increased phosphorylation levels at

the T172 activation site during mitosis [105, 106, 108, 111, 143]. The current study is the
first to identify direct phosphorylation sites outside of T172 on the AMPK complex, targeted
by a bona fide mitotic kinase. These phosphorylations by CDK1 on the AMPKα1, α2, and
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β1 subunits, seen in vitro and in cells, adds a novel upstream kinase to the group of known
AMPK phospho-regulators. CDK1 phosphorylation of AMPKα1 and α2 at S356/S377 and
T490/T485, as well as of β1 at T19, was seen to be highly enriched in cells arrested in
mitosis by anti-mitotic drugs, which could be abolished by addition of CDK1-specific inhibitors. The reduced mitotic index in AMPKα-KOs cells when treated with taxol or nocodazole was, interestingly, due to their lack of mitotic entry when individual cells were monitored using live-cell imaging. This could be rescued by reconstitution of α1 WT, but not
α1 2A, providing evidence that AMPK activity and CDK1 phosphorylation is important for
cellular entry into mitosis. It has been reported that AMPK phosphorylation of GBF1 is
required for mitotic entry though regulation of mitotic Golgi fragmentation [108, 109], so it
may be through this process or through other, as of yet undiscovered, means by which
AMPK phosphorylation by CDK1 promotes mitotic entry.
The IPA analysis of RNA-seq data of AMPKα-KO and α1-2A cells compared to
controls revealed multiple pathways, functions, and upstream effectors which are modified
by loss of CDK1 phospho-regulation. From this, the predicted activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 (MAPK1) could conceivably be driven through stimulation of actin
cytoskeleton signaling [144]. Furthermore, the spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK) and interferon
gamma (IFNG) downregulation similarly seen in both knockout and CDK1 phosphorylation-null AMPK cells is of importance due to each gene’s role in suppression of tumorigenesis in breast carcinoma [145] and promotion of apoptosis [146], respectively. Stimulation
of amphiregulin (AREG) signaling is of note because it promotes cancer growth through
interactions with EGF/TGFα receptors [147]. Likewise, high SWI/SNF-related matrix-associated actin-dependent regulator of chromatin 4 (SMARC4) activity has been seen to
promote tumor cell proliferation and is associated with poor prognosis in multiple cancers
[148, 149] and has been reported to increase expression of CD44 [150], itself a promoter
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of resistance to apoptosis and important in breast cancer cell migration [151, 152]. Additionally, overactive tumor protein 73 (TP73) has also been implicated in poor clinical behavior and in promotion of tumorigenesis of breast carcinomas [153]. Interestingly, estrogen receptor 1 (ERSR1) upregulation has been associated with EZH2 downregulation
[154], both of which are seen to occur in AMPKα knockout and mitotic phosphorylationnull AMPKα1-2A cells. High estrogen receptor (ER) expression has been associated with
increased proliferation and higher grade breast cancer [155]. Androgen receptor (AR)
overexpression in triple-negative breast cancers can allow a switch from ER-dependence
to AR-dependence which results in resistance to aromatase inhibitor treatments [156].
Further, phosphatases which are increased in late-stage and aggressive triple-negative
breast cancers such as ALPL and PTP4A3 have been found to be indicative of poor patient survival and have been discovered as promoters of cancer cell proliferation [157,
158]. Importantly, suppression of DUSP5 expression is correlated with paclitaxel resistance and poor prognosis in basal-like breast cancer [159].
Other studies have shed some light on AMPK’s role in mitosis through chemically
inhibiting AMPK kinase activity. Compound C, a widely used AMPK inhibitor, has been
shown to delay mitotic entry [108, 109], cause spindle misorientation and misattachment
of chromosomes through actin bundling, and to increase mitotic length as measured from
mitotic rounding to cytokinesis via bright field microscopy [106, 136]. Correspondingly, we
found that nullification of AMPK kinase activity by Compound C or a newly described
AMPK-specific inhibitor, SBI-0206965 [137], results in significantly delayed progression
through mitosis from NEBD to anaphase and is marked by a profound degree of chromosomal misalignment. Our results have also shown that AMPK inhibitors can constrain the
killing ability of taxol in breast cancer cells through blocking mitotic entry. This is significant
because cells must proceed into mitosis in order for the mechanism of taxol microtubule
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stabilization to lead to mitotic arrest and eventual cell death, indicating that in breast cancer patients, use of AMPK inhibitors is contraindicated.
Metformin, the common antidiabetic drug for treating Type 2 diabetes and activator
of AMPK, has been shown to cause cell cycle arrest, suppress anchorage-depended
growth, and inhibit cell proliferation in breast cancer cell lines [160-162]. Additional studies
suggest that metformin may improve the efficacy of breast cancer treatments and regimens as well as selectively target and kill cancer stem cells [105, 163, 164]. Metformin
has also been shown to constrain mammary tumor expansion in mice [165]. This fact has
led to the dozens of clinical trials exploring the use of metformin as a neoadjuvant, in
combinatorial chemotherapies or as a chemoprevention agent [166]. Indeed, several clinical Phase II and Phase III trials have recently been initiated to examine the synergistic
effects of treatment with metformin and other drugs used in cytotoxic chemotherapy, such
as docetaxel or paclitaxel. These were initiated after meta-analysis of retrospective studies identified the use of metformin with a significant reduction in cancer-related mortality
for patients [167, 168]. Our analysis of patient data revealed that breast cancer patients
who had high AMPKα1 or AMPKβ1 expression and received systemic treatments displayed significantly higher RFS rates than patients who had low AMPKα1 or AMPKβ1
expression, respectively [142]. This strongly indicates the use of metformin in breast cancer treatment regimens, especially in patients with tumors expressing low levels of the
mitotically phosphorylated AMPK subunits, AMPKα1 and β1, in order to improve their survival.
In conclusion, we propose that CDK1 regulates AMPK control of mitotic entry and
progression. It remains to be determined which signaling networks or processes CDK1-
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phosphorylated AMPK utilizes to drive these events. Thus, future studies will need to examine whether this newly identified CDK1/AMPK axis is involved in Golgi fragmentation,
mitotic spindle orientation, or some other currently unassociated mitotic process.
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Figure 3-1.

Phosphorylation of AMPK Subunits by CDK1 during Mitotic Arrest

(A) HeLa cells were treated with DMSO, taxol (100 nM for 16 h) or nocodazole (100
ng/mL for 16 h). Total cell lysates were probed on Phos-tag™ SDS polyacrylamide gels
with the indicated antibodies. (B) Total cell lysates from A were electrophoresed on
regular and Phos-tag™ SDS polyacrylamide gels and probed with the indicated antibodies. (C) HeLa cells were treated with taxol as indicated and cell lysates were further
treated with (+) or without (−) λ-phosphatase (ppase). Total cell lysates were probed
with the indicated antibodies. (D) HeLa cells were treated with taxol, with or without
various kinase inhibitors as indicated. RO3306 (5 μM), Purvalanol A (10 μM), BI-2536
(100 nM), VX680 (2 μM), MK-2206 (10 μM), SB203580 (10 μM), SP600125 (20 μM),
U0126 (20 μM), and SB216763 (10 μM) were used. Inhibitors were added 1 h before
harvesting the cells (with MG132 to prevent Cyclin B degradation and subsequent mitotic exit). Total cell lysates were electrophoresed on regular and Phos-tag™ SDS polyacrylamide gels and probed with the indicated antibodies. (E) HeLa cells were treated
with taxol, with or without the CDK1 inhibitors as indicated. RO3306 (5 μM), Purvalanol
A (10 μM). Total cell lysates were electrophoresed on regular and Phos-tag™ SDS
polyacrylamide gels and probed with the indicated antibodies.
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Figure 3-2.

CDK1 Phosphorylates AMPK Subunits In Vitro

(A) In vitro 32P kinase assays with lysates of mitotically arrested cells and recombinant
GST-AMPKα2. RO3306 (5 μM) was used to inhibit CDK1 kinase activity. (B) Conservation of AMPK's mitotic phosphorylation sites. (C) In vitro 32P kinase assays with purified CDK1/Cyclin B1 complex and recombinant GST-AMPKα2 or GST-AMPKα2-2A.
(D) In vitro kinase assays with purified CDK1/Cyclin B1 complex or activated PLK1 and
recombinant GST-AMPKα2 or GST-AMPKα2-2A and probed with phospho-antibodies.
(E) In vitro

32

P kinase assays with purified CDK1/Cyclin B1 complex and recombinant

GST-AMPKβ1. RO3306 (5 μM) was used to inhibit CDK1 kinase activity. (F) In vitro
32

P kinase assays with purified CDK1/Cyclin B1 complex to phosphorylate recombinant

GST-AMPKβ1, GST-AMPKβ1-T19A, GST-AMPKβ1-S40A, or GST-AMPKβ1-2A. (G)
In vitro kinase assays using purified CDK1/Cyclin B1 complex to phosphorylate recombinant GST-AMPKβ1, GST-AMPKβ1-T19A, GST-AMPKβ1-S40A, or GST-AMPKβ12A and probed with phospho-antibody.
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Figure 3-3.

CDK1 Phosphorylates AMPK Subunits in Cells

(A) Endogenous AMPKα2 immunoprecipitation in HeLa cells treated with nocodazole
(16 h) or nocodazole (16 h) with RO3306 (1 h) and probed with p-S377 antibody. (B)
HEK293T cells transfected with Flag-AMPKα2-WT, Flag-AMPKα2-S377A, or FlagAMPKα2-T485A and treated with taxol or nocodazole (16 h). Flag-tagged proteins were
immunoprecipitated, then probed with p-S377 antibody. (C) HEK293T cells were transfected with Flag-AMPKβ1-WT or Flag-AMPKβ1-T19A and treated with taxol or nocodazole (16 h). Flag-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated, then probed with p-T19
antibody. D, HEK293T cells transfected with HA-AMPKα1-WT or HA-AMPKα1-2A and
treated with taxol or nocodazole (16 h). HA-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated,
then probed with p-T490 antibody. (E) HEK293T cells transfected with HA-AMPKα1WT or HA-AMPKα1-2A and treated with nocodazole (16 h) or nocodazole (16 h) with
RO3306 (1 h). HA-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated, then probed with p-T490
antibody. (F) Total lysates of HEK293T cells transfected with Flag-AMPKα2-WT or
Flag-AMPKα2-K45R and treated with nocodazole, probed with p-S377. (G) Co-immunoprecipitation of HA-tagged protein in HEK293T cells co-transfected with MycAMPKγ1, either HA-AMPKα1-WT or HA-AMPKα1-2A, and Flag-AMPKβ1-WT or FlagAMPKβ1-T19A in HEK293T cells treated with nocodazole, then probed with the indicated antibodies.
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Figure 3-4.

AMPK is Required for Normal Mitotic Entry and Progression

(A, B) Western blots of U2OS, U2OS AMPK β1-KO, and U2OS AMPKα-KO
(AMPKα1/α2 double KO) cells probed for various AMPK subunits. (C) HeLa cells arrested in mitosis with nocodazole (16 h) which were subsequently washed and released into fresh medium for collection at the specified time points and then probed
with the indicated antibodies. (D, E) Live-cell imaging of RFP-H2B expressing U2OS
or U2OS AMPKα-KO cells entering and exiting mitosis. (F) Quantification of mitotic
phase timing from live-cell data. ***: p<0.001 (Two-way ANOVA). N.S.: not significant.
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Figure 3-5.

Small-Molecule Inhibition of AMPK Kinase Activity Phenocopies

AMPK αDKO
(A) Live-cell image quantification of nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) to anaphase
length in RFP-H2B-expressing U2OS cells treated with 5 µM SBI-0206965 (SBI) or 5
µM Compound C (Comp C) for 24h. ***: p<0.001 (t-test). 100 cells were analyzed for
each group in 4 separate experiments. (B) Representative live-cell images demonstrating mitotic length of cells quantified in (A). (C) Confocal microscopy of fixed AMPKαKO U2OS or U2OS cells treated with Comp C were used for quantification of abnormal
metaphase plate alignment. ***: p<0.001 (t-test). Total cells analyzed: Control=102,
Comp. C=103, AMPKα-KO=122 in 4 separate experiments. (D) Representative confocal images of cells analyzed in (C). DAPI is blue, α-tubulin is green, and γ-tubulin is
red.
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Figure 3-6.

AMPKα1 Re-Expression Can Rescue AMPK αDKO Mitotic

Phenotypes
(A) Western blots of U2OS AMPKα-KO cells stably expressing AMPKα1-WT or
AMPKα1-2A, probed for various AMPK subunits. (B) Mitotic index of cells treated with
nocodazole (16 h). Data were expressed as mean ± SEM from three independent experiments. *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001 (t-test). (C) Western blots of U2OS
AMPKα-KO cells stably expressing AMPKα1-K45R, AMPKα1-T183A, or AMPKα2-WT,
probed for various AMPK subunits. (D) Mitotic index of cells treated with nocodazole
(16 h). Data were expressed as mean ± SEM from three independent experiments. **:
p<0.01, ***: p<0.001 (t-test). (E) Quantification of mitotic phase timing from live-cell
imaging of RFP-H2B-expressing cells entering and exiting mitosis for 24 h. **: p<0.01,
***: p<0.001 (Mann Whitney U-test). N.s.: not significant. (F) Quantification of live-cell
imaging of the percentage of cells remaining in interphase when treated with
nocodazole for 24 h. *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001 (t-test). Data were shown as
mean ± SEM from four separate experiments. N.s.: not significant.
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Figure 3-7.

RNA-Seq Analysis of AMPK αDKO and AMPK α1-2A U2OS Cells

(A) Top canonical pathways altered in AMPKα-KO and AMPKα-KO reconstituted with
AMPKα1-2A U2OS cells derived from ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) gene ontology
algorithms. (B) Top diseases and biological functions found enriched in AMPKα-KO
and α1-2A reconstituted U2OS cells. (C) Upstream regulators predicted to be activated
or inhibited based on genes that were significantly different for parental U2OS and
AMPKα-KO or α1-2A reconstituted U2OS cells. (D) Comparison of phosphatases more
than 2-fold altered in AMPKα-KO and α1-2A reconstituted U2OS cells. Kinases
identified by IPA gene ontology algorithms as mitotic kinases compared with kinases
more than 2-fold altered in AMPKα-KO and α1-2A reconstituted U2OS cells.
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Figure 3-8.

AMPK Expression and Kinase Activity are Crucial for Paclitaxel Drug

Sensitivity and Breast Cancer Patient Relapse-Free Survival
(A) Western blot of U2OS, AMPKα-KO, AMPKα1-WT and AMPKα1-2A cells treated with
taxol (100 nM) for 24 h and probed for cleaved PARP. (B) Western blot of MCF7 and
SKBR3 cells treated with SBI (1 µM) and taxol (500 nM and 100 nM respectively) for 24 h
and probed for cleaved PARP. (C) Mitotic indexes of HeLa cells treated with taxol alone,
SBI alone, or taxol with SBI. (D) Mitotic indexes of HeLa cells treated with taxol alone,
nocodazole alone, Compound C alone, taxol with Compound C, or nocodazole with
Compound C. Data (C, D) were expressed as mean ± SEM from three independent
experiments. ***: p<0.001 (t-test). (E-H) Kaplan-Meier curves of relapse-free survival vs.
PRKAA1 (E), PRKAA2 (F), PRKAB1 (G), and PRKAB2 (H) expression in breast cancer
patients treated systemically. Data were generated from an online survival analysis tool,
KM Plotter, using microarray data of 1,809 patients [142].
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